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Act LVIII of 2001 on the Magyar Nemzeti Bank, which entered into effect on 13 July 2001, defines the primary objective of
Hungary’s central bank as the achievement and maintenance of price stability. Low inflation allows the economy to function
more effectively, contributes to better economic growth over time and helps to moderate cyclical fluctuations in output and
employment.
In the inflation targeting system, since August 2005 the Bank has sought to attain price stability by ensuring an inflation rate
near the 3% medium-term objective. The Monetary Council, the supreme decision-making body of the Magyar Nemzeti Bank,
performs a comprehensive review of the expected development of inflation every three months, in order to establish the
monetary conditions consistent with achieving the inflation target. The Council’s decision is the result of careful consideration
of a wide range of factors, including an assessment of prospective economic developments, the inflation outlook, money and
capital market trends and risks to stability.
In order to provide the public with clear insight into the operation of monetary policy and to enhance transparency, the Bank
publishes the information available at the time of making its monetary policy decisions. The Report presents the inflation
forecasts prepared by the Monetary Strategy and Economic Analysis and Financial Analysis Departments, as well as the
macroeconomic developments underlying these forecasts. The Report is published biannually, with partial updates to the
forecasts also prepared twice a year. The forecasts of the Monetary Strategy and Economic Analysis and Financial Analysis
Departments are based on certain assumptions. Hence, in producing its forecasts, the Directorate assumes an unchanged
monetary and fiscal policy. In respect of economic variables exogenous to monetary policy, the forecasting rules used in
previous issues of the Report are applied.

the analyses in this Report were prepared by staff in the MnB’s Monetary strategy and economic analysis and financial
analysis Departments and financial stability Departments under the general direction of Ágnes Csermely, Director. the
project was managed by Barnabás Virág, senior economist of Monetary strategy and economic analysis, with the help of
Viktor Várpalotai. the Report was approved for publication by ferenc Karvalits, Deputy governor.
primary contributors to this Report include: Judit antal, gergely Baksay, péter Bauer, Katalin Bodnár, Mihály Hoffmann,
andrás Hudecz, gábor Kiss, norbert Kiss M., Balázs Krusper, Zsolt Kuti, Zsolt lovas, Miklós lukács, Ádám Martonosi,
Benedek nobilis, gábor pellényi, olivér Miklós rácz, István schindler, róbert szemere, Béla szörfi, Máté Barnabás tóth,
Judit Várhegyi. other contributors to the analyses and forecasts in this Report include various staff members of the
Monetary strategy and economic analysis and the financial analysis Departments.
the Report incorporates valuable input from the Monetary Council’s comments and suggestions following its meetings on
9th august and 23 th august 2010. the projections and policy considerations, however, reflect the views of staff in the
Monetary strategy and economic analysis and the financial analysis Departments and do not necessarily reflect those of
the Monetary Council or the MnB.
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Summary
Domestic economic recovery may
continue in a favourable global
environment

the growth prospects of the Hungarian economy continue to be shaped by
the dual impact of strengthening international economic activity and weak
domestic demand. assuming a central bank base rate (5.25 %) and forinteuro rate (eur/Huf 283) measured as the average rate of July, domestic
gDp may show moderate growth in 2010, as a result of growing exports
boosted by brisk external economic activity, expanding corporate
stockbuilding and weakening consumption. We project growth of
approximately 3 per cent in 2011 and a higher rate in 2012, supported by
growing domestic demand. Despite rapid growth in capacity utilisation, the
output gap will remain negative over the entire forecast horizon, meaning
that the performance of the economy will fall short of its potential level over
the entire period.
It is important to emphasize that our current forecast is characterized by
greater-than-usual uncertainties. In addition to the typical uncertainty
factors (our basic technical assumptions, the international financial market
and economic environment), our current forecast is also marked by a
significant degree of uncertainty in relation the future path of fiscal trends.
for lack of detailed information, from 2011 we modelled the fiscal trends
partly with the aid of technical projections based on already adopted
legislation and correlations characterising the previous years. our projection
will be refined only after the submission of the budget act bill. Deviation of
the actual development of budgetary policy from the path we assume could
cause substantial shifts in the forecast trends as well.

Inflation may remain above target over
the entire forecast horizon

even though weak domestic demand will exert continuous downward
pressure on prices (albeit at a steadily decreasing rate from 2011), with
unchanged monetary conditions inflation is expected to be above target over
the entire forecast horizon. the higher inflation path is principally the result
of the repeated cost shocks in previous quarters and the weaker eur/Huf
exchange rate in recent months, which is included in our forecast as a basic
assumption.
With demand picking up from next year, companies will also be able to pass
on a rising portion of their costs in pricing their products. the effect of
higher inflation may also emerge in wage agreements, producing indirect
inflationary pressure through rising wage costs. along with acceleration in
wage growth, rising domestic demand may also limit disinflation in 2012, as
reflected by the upward path for core inflation. the disinflationary impact of
the output gap over the entire forecast horizon may be limited by the fact
that, according to surveys, economic participants’ inflation expectations
continue to remain at levels above the medium-term inflation target.

Hungary’s external financing capacity
will remain stable over the long term

Due to rapid export growth and more subdued import growth, the foreign
trade balance may continue to be significantly more favourable than the
figure recorded in the previous years. a substantial surplus has also been seen
on the capital balance, thanks to the large inflows of eu transfers. at the
same time, we project gradual deterioration of the income balance. as a result
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of these factors, Hungary’s external financing capacity may stabilise at a
steadily high level over the entire forecast horizon.
A revival in lending activity may lag
behind the real economic recovery

lending in the private sector remains subdued. Corporate lending has
continued to fall, and a recovery here will likely lag behind the real economic
upturn. on the supply side, corporate lending is limited by banks’ low risk
tolerance. the household sector is increasingly a net repayer of debt, and thus
the decline in lending to households may continue for a longer period of time.
the weak lending activity in this sector is partly explained by the banking
system restricting loan supply (in part due to the stricter legal regulations on
lending), and partly by subdued household demand for loans, due to precautionary aspects. one positive development, however, is that the ratio of
forint loans is rising among newly disbursed loans.
the vast majority of banks tightened their credit standards in reaction to the
measures to curb foreign currency lending. We expect the measures to have
a limiting effect over the medium term primarily, when economic growth and
household loan demand pick up again. the tax on financial institutions is
essentially expected to worsen the profitability and capital position of the
sector this year, but we consider it unlikely that it will be passed on to
customers this year. With the improvement of the economic cycle in 2011, the
pass-through of the tax burdens to customers may be more pronounced,
which in turn may impede consumption demand and investments due to the
decline in household income and corporate profits. the deterioration of the
capital position in this period may also slow new loan disbursements.

International investor sentiment has
been unsteady; risk perception of forint
assets was mainly undermined by
country-specific factors

the international financial markets were recently characterised by volatile
investor sentiment, as concerns early on shifted to cautious optimism by the
end of the period. the renewed faltering of interbank confidence contributed
to growing risk aversion in early June, primarily through the indirect effect
of concerns surrounding the sustainability of european countries’ debt and
fiscal problems.
In the second half of the period, the optimism emerging from early July was
fostered by the declining sovereign risks of the Mediterranean euro area
countries, improving quarterly reports in the american corporate sector and
the reassuring results of the european bank stress tests.
the risk perception of Hungary during this period was determined by
international and country-specific factors. International sentiment improved
the risk perception, while the breakdown of talks held with the IMf and eu
delegations and the negative steps taken by the credit rating institutions had
an adverse effect. on the whole, the risk perception of the country worsened
in the recent period, whereas a moderate improvement was observed in the
region and other emerging countries.
the deterioration in risk perception contributed to weakening of the eur/
Huf exchange rate.

Domestic exports are being driven by
dynamically expanding external
demand, which is expected to slow down
over the medium term however

8

the recession in the Hungarian economy has come to an end. although the
recovery remains fragile over the short run, gDp may increase at a tangible
rate in 2010. Brisk external economic activity remains the engine of the
recovery. the domestic export sector is partly boosted directly by the strong
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import demand of asian countries and partly by the exports of our main
european trade partners, particularly germany. these effects may be further
strengthened by the lower eur exchange rate vis-à-vis the euro area’s main
foreign trade partners, as well as the weaker forint rate against the euro. from
2011, with a view to returning to a sustainable budget path, several of
Hungary’s key foreign trade partners are expected to implement fiscal
adjustment measures, potentially leading to the slowdown of the dynamic rise
in external demand, and in conjunction with this, growth in domestic
exports.
Domestic demand is expected to
substantially rise from 2011

Data for the recent period suggest a less favourable consumption path over
the short term compared to what was expected earlier; the consumption
expenditures of households may continuously decrease over the entire year.
this is partly the consequence of the rising instalments of foreign currencydenominated loans caused by the weaker exchange rate and partly the
steadily strong propensity to accumulate pre-cautionary savings, motivated
by the persistently high rate of unemployment.
Household consumption is expected to increase only from 2011, partly in
response to the anticipated rise in employment and partly as a result of the
tax measures adopted earlier, set out in the personal income tax laws relating
to the year 2011. the growth rate of consumption expenditures may be
limited by the contractionary effect of the tax imposed on financial
institutions on loan supply and the extra burdens which may possibly passed
on to households.
Investments in the national economy may also follow a less favourable trend
than previously anticipated. the amendment of regulations on the payment
of corporate tax may positively affect corporate investments, but this is offset
by the partial pass-through of the bank tax to companies. over the longer
term, investments may grow as economic growth accelerates. Household
investments may be hindered by the measures aimed at limiting mortgage
lending and the tax imposed on financial institutions – if the institutions
concerned are able to pass it on. With respect to general government, the
bringing forward of eu funded investments from 2011 to 2010 is the main
factor, leading to a probable stagnation in government investment from 2011.

A substantial fall in unemployment will
not accompany economic growth

During the downturn, companies retained a larger workforce relative to the
prevailing demand, to minimise costs related to layoffs and recruiting. for
this reason and due also to the rise in labour productivity, the economic
upturn is unlikely to initially be accompanied by employment growth on a
similar order of magnitude. the number of private sector employees is only
expected to start rising slowly in 2011, with unemployment likely to remain
high over the entire forecast period.
the 15% wage bill cut of state-owned companies classified in the private
sector for statistical reasons results in a lower wage index in the short term.
the higher inflation rate, however, will be manifested in higher wages from
2011, thus despite the loose labour market conditions, we are anticipating a
higher wage path than estimated earlier. the gap between trends in external
and domestic demand also causes sectoral differences on the labour market:
rising wage inflation and higher employment is expected to occur sooner in
the manufacturing sector than in the service sectors.
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With our current basic assumptions, the
disinflationary effect of persistently
weak domestic demand is not sufficient
for achieving the inflation target

our conditional inflationary forecast is determined by the dual effect of
persistently weak domestic demand and recovering global economic activity.
With our current basic assumptions, the disinflationary effect of the negative
output gap is insufficient to reduce the inflation path to approximately the
medium term target.
the negative output gap will primarily exert a strong effect in the core
inflation items in 2010, potentially leading to a historically low of core
inflation. following this, however, a turning point may be reached as early as
the end of this year. from 2011, the weaker exchange rate and increasing
food prices will have a direct impact on core inflation and the rise in wages
and unit labour costs will have an indirect impact. In reaction to the above
factors, core inflation may rise earlier than previously assumed and on a
steeper path.
With regard to non-core inflation items, the fiscal measures relating to
regulated prices moderate the rate of inflation in 2010, as the government has
frozen administrative gas and electricity prices until the end of this year and
extended the effect of the household gas price aid system. from 2011,
however, winding up these measures will raise our forecast relating to
regulated prices.

Upward risks to inflation and downward
risks to growth

In relation to our real economic forecast, there is a risk that the deficit target
of below 3 per cent, defined by the Hungarian convergence program, can
only be realised in 2011 with further adjustment measures. the measures to
achieve the deficit target may result in a gDp path less favourable than
outlined in the baseline scenario and moderately lower inflation, due to
weaker demand. the less favourable development of the lending environment
may also produce a similar effect. Changes in regulatory conditions, the
effects of the government measures and the autonomous decisions of
households may also affect lending activity less favourably than we expected.
the currently high level of inflation expectations continues to pose a risk
with respect to the inflation prospects. owing to the slow adjustment of
expectations to the recessionary environment, when growth accelerates
economic participants may make their pricing and wage decisions on the basis
of an expected inflation path which is higher than the MnB target. With
regard to inflationary trends, an additional risk stems from the weak
forecasting capability of our oil price assumption, which generally distorts
towards lower inflation. In view of these factors, on the whole, there are
downward risks to growth and upward risks to inflation compared to our
baseline scenario.

Weaker-than-expected domestic
demand may put pressure on the budget
from the revenue side

10

We prepared our fiscal forecast for this year on the basis of the budget act in
force and with the aid of technical projections in relation to the subsequent
years. according to our conditional forecast, this year and in the next two
years, the path of the budget deficit may exceed the deficit targets set in the
current convergence program. With weak domestic demand, recovering
economic growth based on the dynamic expansion of exports is unfavourable
in relation to budget revenues. growth in revenues may lag behind the pace
of gDp growth over the entire forecast horizon, while gDp-proportionate
budget expenditures in 2011 and 2012 will decrease on the basis of the
adopted measures and our technical assumptions. the structural deficit may
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substantially improve in 2010, but without further measures the fall in the
deficit will come to a halt from 2011.
the structural tensions existing in the budget, partly related to quasi-fiscal
activities, continue to pose considerable risks. gDp-proportionate public debt
is expected to rise moderately in 2010, followed by a slow decrease.
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GDP projection fan chart
(seasonally adjusted, reconciled data)
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Summary table of baseline scenario
(the forecasts are conditional: the baseline scenario represents the most probable scenario, which applies only if the assumptions
presented in Chapter 3 materialise; unless otherwise indicated, it represents percentage changes on the previous year.)
2009

2010

Actual

2011

2012

Projection

Inlation(annualaverage)
Coreinflation1

4.1

3.0

2.5

2.9

Consumerpriceindex

4.2

4.7

3.5

3.4

Economic growth
Externaldemand(GDPbased)

–4.2

1.7

1.8

2.0

Householdconsumptionexpenditure

–7.6

–3.5

2.2

3.6

Grossfixedcapitalformation

–6.5

1.0

2.8

5.3

–11.5

–0.9

2.2

3.4

Domesticabsorption
Export

–9.1

11.6

7.5

9.5

Import

–15.4

10.4

7.2

9.7

–6.3

0.9

2.8

3.8

GDP*
External balance

2

Currentaccountbalance

0.2

0.7

0.9

0.1

Externalfinancingcapacity

1.5

2.9

3.3

2.3

–4.0

–4.3

–4.1

–3.7

0.5

2.7

4.4

5.4

–2.5

–0.3

0.4

0.6

4.4

4.2

4.6

5.6

–3.8

–1.5

0.3

0.8

8.2

–1.9

1.7

2.7

–4.7

–3.1

1.4

2.8

Government balance2
ESAbalance3
Labour market
Whole-economygrossaverageearnings4
Whole-economyemployment5
Privatesectorgrossaverageearnings
Privatesectoremployment

6

5

Unitlabourcostsintheprivatesector5,7
Householdrealincome**
1

From May 2009 on, calculated according to the joint methodology of the CSO and MNB.

2

As a percentage of GDP.

3

In our forecast we have not taken into consideration any risk from debt assumptions.

4

Calculated on a cash-flow basis.

5

According to the CSO LFS data.

6

According to the original CSO data for full-time employees.

7

Private sector unit labour cost calculated with a wage index excluding the effect of whitening and the changed seasonality of bonuses.

* Data are not adjusted for calendar effects.
** MNB estimate.
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1 evaluation of macroeconomic data

eValuatIon of MaCroeConoMIC Data

the nearly two-year recession ended at the end of 2009, and
Hungarian gDp showed tangible growth early this year.
the positive data on the first quarter was followed by
faltering growth in the second quarter, underlining the
fragile nature of the domestic recovery. for the time being,
a renewed pick-up in growth has only been observed in the
export sector, while the key components of domestic
demand still fail to show any signs of a turnaround.
the weak domestic demand is exerting tangible downward
pressure in a growing portion of the consumer basket,
resulting in an all-time low in short-term inflationary
pressure indicators, despite the fact that the headline CpI
came in at over 5 per cent year-on-year last quarter.
as the duality characterising domestic economic activity
increases, labour market processes are also showing
increasing differences. employment in the private sector
probably reached a low at the middle of this year, and a slow
rise in employment may commence in the middle of 2010,
lagging somewhat behind the turnaround in output.
production growth in the export oriented manufacturing
sector was accompanied by strengthening wage dynamics
and a rise in employment observed in recent months. By
contrast, wage increases in sectors producing for the
domestic market remain at historical lows, and there are no
prospects for improving employment as level of profitability
remains weak. With regard to employment in the national
economy, in addition to the developments in the
manufacturing sector, the turnaround witnessed in the first
half of this year is also attributed to the continuation and
expansion of the public employment programmes.

Chart 1-1
Euro area growth and the IFO confidence index
(seasonally adjusted data)
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Economic recovery in Hungary may
continue on a fragile path
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Domestic inflation declined significantly in July as the
base effect of indirect tax increases introduced last year
came to an end. Core inflation declined, despite being at
its lowest level since 2006, while the full consumer price
index remained above levels recorded before the tax
measures. With the exchange rate stabilising in recent
quarters, the downward pressure exerted by weak demand
on prices for an increasingly wide range of products in
the CpI basket acted as a substantial price-reducing
factor, and thus significant price pressure was not
measured in domestic inflation processes in the middle of
this year. at the same time, however, the substantial
depreciation of the forint exchange rate observed in
recent months and the rise in the price of unprocessed
food may lead to a break in the disinflationary trend even
in the short run.
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1.1 Hungary’s export markets continue to
expand dynamically, owing to the rapid growth
of Asian economies

It should be noted, however, that important temporary
factors may also play a role in the currently dynamic
external demand growth. the two most important such
factors may be the sharp rise in the replenishment of
inventories following the crisis and the significant
depreciation of the eur/usD exchange rate at the beginning
of the year. the stimulating effects of these factors on
demand may fade even over the short run, and thus we
expect a more moderate growth of international economic
activity from the end of the year.
In most developed countries, budget deficits and debt have
risen significantly as a result of the economic stimulus

Chart 1-2
German and Hungarian new industrial orders and
the expectation component of the IFO confidence
indicator
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even though domestic demand in developed economies still
fails to show a tangible turnaround, the export opportunities
of the Hungarian economy continue to show dynamic
growth. the expansion of our external markets is primarily
boosted by growing demand in the asian economies, and
along with a weaker eur/usD exchange rate, Hungarian
exporters are benefiting more and more from this.
notwithstanding the weak demand in our most important
export markets, the replenishment of inventories and the
continuous strengthening of export activity generates
mounting demand for Hungarian exports as well. the
external environment – favourable from a growth point of
view – may remain a key feature in the coming quarters.
this is suggested by the sustained rise in international
economic activity indices and the renewed rise in new
industrial orders in germany, which is our most important
export market.

Hungarian industrial new export orders
(annual change, right-hand scale)
Ifo expectations (point of standard deviation)
German new industrial orders (annual change)

measures of recent years. Consequently, returning to a
sustainable debt path has become a high priority in the
economic policy of most of Hungary’s export partners. In
the May issue of the report on Inflation, we only took into
account the risks of these effects possibly reducing demand,
but considering that several countries have since announced
fiscal restrictions, we have integrated the expected effects
into our baseline scenario.

Box 1-1: Projected effects of European fiscal consolidation measures on growth in Hungary’s trading
partners
SeveralEuropeancountriesreactedtotheglobalcrisiswhicheruptedin

foreshadowed worsening debt dynamics. Government guarantees to

2008withanti-cyclicalfiscalpoliciestosustaintheproperfunctioning

protect the financial system added to the risks associated with

of the financial system and dampen the economic downturn. Fiscal

governmentdebt.

expansionaboveandbeyondautomaticstabilisersamountedto1.5per
cent of GDP in the EU in 2009 and 2010.1 Government demand

Investor concerns related to the sustainability of European countries’

stimulation helped stabilise demand, but the rising budget deficits

government debts have grown since the May issue of the Report on

SeePublicFinancesinEMU2010,EuropeanEconomy,4/2010,EuropeanCommission,Directorate-GeneralforEconomicandFinancialAffairs.

1
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Chart 1-3

Chart 1-4

Budget balances of Hungary's main trading
partners*

Effect of an illustrative budget expenditure
reduction scenario on the GDP growth rate of the
euro area*
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* Based on the May 2010 forecast of the European Commission and
in consideration of the estimated effect of measures announced since
then. The brackets below the country names indicate their share of
Hungarian exports in 2009.

* Expenditures are reduced for 3 years by 1 per cent of GDP in each
year. See Wieland et al. (2009) for a description of models used for
simulation.

Inflation.Inreactiontotheabove,inrecentmonthsseveralEuropean

rate cuts which may moderate the growth effects. But as long as

governments announced fiscal consolidation plans which may

Europeaninterestratelevelsarelow,monetarypolicyhaslittleroom

substantiallyreducethesizeofthebudgetdeficitsfrom2011,primarily

tomanoeuvreinthisregard.

through cuts in government expenditures. The deficits in 2011 may
decline by 0.7-2 per cent of the GDP for our main export partners,
comparedtolevelsexpectedinMay(Chart1).

•Differentmultipliereffectsarerelatedtoeachfiscaltool.Accordingto
empiricalevidenceandmodelsimulations,overtheshorttermcutsin
governmentexpendituresmayleadtogreatergrowthsacrificesthana

Fiscalconsolidationleadstodeceleratingeconomicgrowthintheshort

tax increase. Moreover, the increase of distorting income taxes may

term, as the government curbs its demand and absorbs income from

slowdownthepotentialgrowthrate,andthusthelonger-termeffects

theprivatesectorthroughtaxesandtransfers.Thesizeofgrowtheffects

maybelessfavourable.

dependonnumerousfactors:
We performed simulations to illustrate the medium-term effects of the
•The permanent adjustment of the budget balance restrains

expected European fiscal adjustments. In our example, government

governmentdebtoverthelongrun,potentiallyreducingthefinancing

expendituresarecurtailedby1percentofGDPforthreeyearsintheeuro

costofdebtovertheshortrunandenablingcutsindistortingtaxes

area,whilemonetarypolicyadjuststotheeconomictrends,asrequiredby

overthemediumrun.Thiscanalsostimulatethepotentialgrowthrate.

thelogicoftheinflationtargeting.Forthesimulations,weusedtheArea

If economic participants see rises in their future income levels in

WideModel(AWM)usedearlierbytheECBandseveraldynamic,general

advance,theyarelessinclinedtocurbtheircurrentconsumption.This

equilibrium (DSGE) models. While the expectations of the economic

maymoderatetheshort-termgrowtheffectoftheadjustment.

participantsintheAWMmodelaremostlyretrospective,theyareforward
looking in the DSGE models. Thus, the beneficial effects of a more

•Iftheliquidityconstraintsofconsumersbind,theywillnotbeableto

sustainabledebtpathcometotheforeintheDSGEmodels.Bycontrast,the

resolve a short-term decline in income with borrowing. Thus,

AWMmodelillustratestheextenttowhichthegrowtheffectsmaydiffer

adjustmentsmaybemorecostlyduringfinancialcrises.

undertightliquidityconstraintsandnotgenuineadjustments.2

•Fiscaladjustmentwidensthenegativeoutputgap,therebyproducing

Theausteritymeasuresmainlycurbgrowthinthefirstyear(Chart1-2).

adisinflationaryeffect.Monetarypolicymayreacttothiswithinterest

With genuine adjustment, the effect may be much less severe in the

Foradescriptionofthemodelsused,seeWieland,V.etal.(2009):ANewComparativeApproachtoMacroeconomicModelingandPolicyAnalysis,WorkingPaper,
GoetheUniversityofFrankfurt,(August).

2
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subsequentyears.Withlittlecredibilityandprolongedweaknessofthe

by0.2-0.4percentagepointsin2011comparedtoourMayassumptions.

financialsystem,however,thegrowthsacrificemaystillbesubstantial

Thereisgreateruncertaintysurroundinggrowtheffectsin2012.

inthesecondandthirdyear.
Finally, although fiscal adjustments in themselves slow down the
Oursimulationsrepresenttheupperestimationoftheexpectedeffect

growth in Hungary’s external markets, other factors point in the

of European adjustments. Firstly, in our example, we quantified the

direction of an upturn. The robust import demand in developing

entire adjustment as expenditure cuts, which involves the largest

countries (particularly in Asia) and depreciation of the euro has a

growthsacrifice.Secondly,thecutsinexpendituresaretemporary,and

positive effect on euro area exports. Since most Hungarian exporters

thusthefavourableeffectsoflong-termdebtreductionareonlylimited

arethesuppliersofWesternEuropeanexport-orientedcompanies,this

in scope. Considering the timing, amount and structure of recently

effectcandampenthelossofexportsresultingfromaslowdowninthe

announcedadjustments,thegrowthrateintheeuroareamaydecline

domesticdemandofdevelopedeconomies.

Chart 1-5
Wheat prices on the Chicago and Budapest
commodity exchanges
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uncertainties related to the sustainability of the global
economic growth interrupted the year-long uptrend in
international commodity prices. the prices of the key
commodities have corrected slightly since May, but the
weakening of the euro against the dollar somewhat offsets
the beneficial disinflationary effects. We project considerable
inflationary risks on the commodity markets due to rising
food prices. Due to adverse weather conditions, crop yields
are expected to fall short of the typical values of previous
years in relation to basic unprocessed foods at the domestic,
regional and global level as well. Weak yield prospects and
growing asian demand have already caused a rise in
commodity exchange prices and this increase may continue
throughout the entire year.

1.2 End of the recession only perceptible in the
export sector at present
In a regional comparison, the Hungarian economy grew at
a strong rate in 2010 Q1, which was followed by a correction
in the second quarter, in line with our expectations.
nonetheless, the economic recovery remains fragile, as it is
driven exclusively by stronger-than-expected external
economic activity, while there are still no signs of a
turnaround in domestic demand. the duality characterising
the structure of growth proved to be more prominent in the
first quarter than we expected.

Chart 1-7
Production growth in the major subsectors of
western European and Hungarian manufacturing
sub-sections between January and June 2010
25
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this duality is clearly visible, on both the production and
the final use side of gDp. on the production side, the
value added of sectors sensitive to external demand
increased the most. export sales continue to function as
the engine of economic activity, but the pick-up in
production was also felt in sectors producing for the
domestic market, by way of supplier relations. the strong
relationship between the Hungarian and german industry
is confirmed by the fact that the growth of Hungarian
industrial production are especially strong in that branches
where the german production outperforms the average
performance of other eurozone countries. the favourable
economic activity characterising the sector, in line with
processes in external demand, is likely to remain over the
short run, thus the growth in industrial production may
continue to provide robust support for the recovery of the
Hungarian economy.
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In contrast to industry, the performance of the service
sector continues to weaken. exceptions to this trend are
transportation, which is closely linked to exporting activity,
and communications, which is less exposed to the volatility
of economic activity. the other branches of the service
sector (predominantly trade, tourism), however, continue to
decline at a slowing rate, and a decrease in value added may
have even occurred in the financial services sector which
was able to sustain good profitability even during the
recession. the output of these sectors is still limited by weak
domestic demand. In view of the fact that domestic –
primarily household – demand is unlikely to expand over
the short term, the prospects of these sectors will remain
bleak this year.
the smaller sectors may significantly dampened the
development of Hungarian gDp in 2010 H1. the value
added of agriculture continues to decline, and due to the
adverse weather conditions, the crop yields expected for
this year may significantly fall short of the above-average
values realised in the last two years. the inflationary effect
of the above was already observed in the inflation data for
June, and the mounting decline in the sector’s value added
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Chart 1-8
Annual growth of value added in market services
(on the basis of seasonally adjusted CSO data)
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may have an increasingly negative effect on gDp from the
second quarter.
the performance of construction dropped further from the
previously measured low level. this was probably mainly
caused by the ongoing downturn on the housing market,
while projects financed by eu funds are the only source of
new orders. In addition to weak demand prospects, the
performance of the sector is also adversely affected by the
increasingly severe financing problems faced in the sector.
In recent months, the volume of new contracts and the
number of building permits both declined considerably, and
thus a turnaround in the sector’s performance is not
expected in the near future.

In the first quarter of this year, only net exports and
changes in inventories had a measurable positive effect on
the final use side of gDp. government consumption also
mildly strengthened the economic recovery, but in a positive
direction, as a result of the aforementioned expansion of
public employment programmes. the key domestic demand
items show no sign of a reversal, and consequently their
contribution to growth remains negative.
the growth contribution of net exports continues to be
substantial. the expansion of imports has picked up pace in
parallel with the increase in export sales. the increase in
imports is primarily due to rising supplier exports and the
renewed replenishment of inventories required for
production, while imports for consumption remained weak.
although the export-import gap may gradually narrow in
the quarters ahead, net exports will probably continue to
make a positive contribution to growth, as a result of the
currently high external trade surplus.
Household consumption expenditures declined further in
2010 Q1, but in line with our expectations the rate of
decline moderated. the slowing decline in household

Chart 1-10
Value and balance of foreign trade in goods
(seasonally adjusted levels, million euro)
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the value added of public services fell in the first quarter,
mainly attributed to the declining performance of public
health institutions. the rise in the number of employed in
the framework of the “road to Work” program, however,
somewhat slowed down the fall in public value added.

Insufficient demand
Shortage of laborforce
Other factors
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and missing items, and with the activity of VAT residents. We adjusted
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accession, the public warehouse effect also occurring in 2004, the effects
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expenditures may have been attributed to the strong wage
growth observed early in the year and the changes to
personal income tax regulations. the effects stimulating
consumption and savings resulting from the temporary rise
in real wages, however, were offset by the persistently tight
lending conditions, rising instalment payments caused by
the weaker exchange rate and the contractionary effect of
continuing high unemployment on demand. last month’s
data on retail sales also confirm that a slow decline in
consumption is still expected over the short run.
a turnaround is expected only from the end of the year.
Contrary to the the weak consumption data expected in
the second half, the year-on-year index may show a
markedly improvement after the third quarter. this
phenomenon can be explained by timing effects due to
indirect tax changes in the middle of last year. 3
the decline in gross fixed capital formation continued in
2010 Q1, albeit at a slow rate. the slower decline of
investments is predominantly attributed to machinery
investments; the upturn in these investments early in the
year was primarily caused by one-off effects in the
government sector (power plant development and largescale military vehicle procurements). Building-type
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investments continue to drop, in line with the weak
economic activity on the housing market. the picture is
bleaker owing to the fact that the Q2 indicators on housing
investments indicated an accelerating rate of decline, and
thus a further substantial fall in construction investments
is expected over the short run. Capacity utilisation in the
corporate sector remains below the historical average and
consequently no upturn is expected in the development of
investments in the near future. substantial new investment
is linked only to the continuation of a few major projects
announced earlier (Mercedes investment in Kecskemét)
and investments financed with eu funds.
In parallel with growing external economic activity, the
growth contribution of changes in inventories was also
positive. this effect, however, is only attributed to the
slowing rate of decline in inventories at the level of the
national economy. on the basis of inventory statistics
measured in current prices, it is likely that inventories are
undergoing replenishment again in export-oriented sectors
(manufacturing), while moderate demand in retail sales
and weak yields in agriculture may causes further reduction
of inventories. the contribution of government
consumption expenditures was mildly positive, in
accordance with the performance of the sector’s production
side.

Thisissupportedbythefactthatnewcarregistrationsrosebyalmost20percentinJuly2010comparedtoayearearlier.

3
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1.3 Significant growth in domestic savings
In 2010 Q1, the Hungarian economy retained its net saving
financial position and the country’s external financing
capacity was near the high level measured at the end of last
year. similarly to the previous three quarters, a surplus was
registered on the current account balance and the capital
account balance (Chart 1-13). the latest information
suggests higher-than-expected use of eu transfers and a
more favourable real economic balance.

Chart 1-13
Components of external financing capacity
(seasonally adjusted, GDP-proportionate values)
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being significantly higher than the level observed in the
same periods in previous years. on the basis of seasonally
adjusted data, in the first quarter of this year the domestic
economy used nearly twice as much eu funds than in the
first three months of last year.
the external financing capacity stabilised at a high level,
with the growing financing requirement of the general
government largely offset by the rising net savings of the
private sector. the higher budget deficit is attributed partly
to temporary factors and partly to long-term measures
which increase income in the private sector and hence
indirectly point in the direction of higher financing capacity
in this sector. Income in the private sector also rose as a
result of the reduction of contributions, which eases burdens
on employers and thus increases the disposable income of
companies, the widening of the tax benefit bracket, which
raises the income of households, and the growing use of eu
transfers. at the same time, the increase in private sector
financial savings is also linked to the ongoing decline in
investments. the rise in the net savings of companies was
significantly supported by the further increase in the
financing capacity of financial enterprises in Q1. the
settlement of pension fund transfers also considerably
affected the development of savings in the household sector
in Q1 (see Box 1-3 in the May issue of the report on
Inflation); correcting for this one-off effect, however, the
financing capacity of the sector still improved in Q1, and
the preliminary data suggest a further strong rise in
households’ financial savings in the second quarter.

1.3.1 FInAnCInG tREnDS
the income balance deficit increased at a moderate rate,
primarily due to the estimated rise in the profits of foreignowned companies.4 Beyond the above, the decline in
average interest rates paid on external debt seen over the
last five quarters has come to a halt, and thus this factor was
unable to further improve the income balance.
the real economic surplus and transfers received from
abroad continued to contribute substantially to Hungary’s
external financing capacity. the improvement in the transfer
balance was essentially the result of the use of eu transfers

the net outflow of intra-group funds continued in 2010 Q1;
to a great degree this accounted for the significant, nearly
eur 700 million decline in non-debt generating funds. at
the same time, the influx of “fresh” working capital was
positive in this period as well, although it fell mildly from
the levels recorded in the quarters prior to 2009. 5
In the first three months of 2010, however, the outflow of
debt-type funds observed for the last three quarters did not
continue. the net inflow of funds amounted to approximately

Dataonincomeflowsrelatedtodirectinvestmentinthebalanceofpaymentsstatisticsarebasedonestimates.Theestimatewillbereplacedwithdatabasedon
companyreportsinSeptemberofnextyear.
5
This,however,isprimarilyattributedtothemanagementoflosses,thatis,thetop-upofprofitreserves,andnottonewinvestments.
4
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Chart 1-14
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0.4 per cent of gDp. the net external debt of both the
general government and the private sector increased at a
moderate rate. the bulk of the inflow of funds was
primarily linked to the external borrowing of companies
(eur 200 million) with longer maturities.
after three quarters of decline in gDp-proportionate net
external debt, the figure rose again, reaching 55.3 per cent
of gDp. the rise of the debt ratio, however, was largely
attributed to the revaluation effect – the weakening of the
forint against non-euro currencies. In parallel with the
above, the gross external debt of the country rose by nearly
3 per cent of gDp, to exceed 110 per cent of gDp by the end
of the quarter. In addition to the aforementioned exchange
rate effect, the rise is chiefly attributed to the inflow of
foreign funds to domestic banks and the MnB bond and
government securities purchases of foreign investors.
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1.4 the turnaround in employment at the
beginning of the year is mainly due to the
manufacturing sector, which is benefiting
directly from the favourable external economic
activity

the higher rate of wage increases in the national economy
early in the year tapered off significantly on the basis of

Comparison of profitability proportionate to output
and capital stock in the private sector
(seasonally adjusted, quarterly data)
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In the first half of 2010, the profitability of the private
sector improved further, broadening companies’ scope of
action on the labour market. the profitability of the sectors,
however, still falls short of the pre-crisis levels. accordingly,
following an acceleration in average wages in the national
economy early in the year, a major correction was seen in
wage dynamics in the second quarter. In accordance with
the duality characterising economic activity, the marked
differences observed earlier in the wages of the two key
branches of the private sector became more pronounced.
the reversal in the employment trends currently only affects
the branches of manufacturing.

Manufacturing

Market services

second-quarter data. the temporary upturn in wage dynamics
is partly attributed to the public sector and partly to the
manufacturing sector which is more sensitive to the pick-up
in external economic activity. these shifts are essentially
linked to the adjustment of drastic wage cuts from last year.6
this adjustment, however, had a wage-increasing effect
mostly in the first quarter and in the second quarter, wage
dynamics slowed considerably in all sectors.
Disregarding the temporary wage increase effects from last
year, there are marked differences between wage
developments in the two main private sectors. In line with
the favourable development of productivity in the
manufacturing sector, wage growth in this sector remains
higher than in the service sectors. With regard to market
services, the slack domestic demand offers more limited
opportunities for the companies in the sector, which
continues to be reflected in subdued wage growth.

Themarkedslowdowninthepreviousyearwascausedbytheeliminationof13thmonthsalariesinthepublicsectorandmajorbonuscutsinthemanufacturing
sectorlinkedtoadjustmenttothecrisis.

6
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Box 1-2: What was behind the acceleration of wages in manufacturing at the beginning of the year?
Significantaccelerationhasbeenobservedinthewagegrowthofthe

tothesectoreitherleftthelabourmarketorlookedforjobsinother

competitivesectorsincethebeginningoftheyear.Thisphenomenonis

professions duringthe last year. Followingthe outbreak ofthe crisis,

mainly attributable to wage developments in manufacturing. Wage

more than 85,000 people were dismissed from companies in the

growthinmanufacturing,whichwastypicallyaround5percentinthe

sector. In parallel with this, no major increase was observed in the

secondhalfof2009,acceleratedtoarateexceeding8percentatthe

numberofnewvacanciesadvertiseduntilthebeginningofthisyear.

beginning of this year. In parallel with this, no major increase in the

According to data from the Public Employment Service, the ratio of

numberofemployedwasobservedinmanufacturinginthefirstthree

jobseekers in professions related to industry and construction

monthsoftheyear.Theremaybeseveralunderlyingexplanationsfor

continuestobehighcomparedtoothergroupsofprofessions.Based

thestrongwageaccelerationandnear-stagnationinemployment:

on this, a significant number of those dismissed from the sector
presumably continue to be active jobseekers. Accordingly, there are

•Oneofthepossibleexplanationsisthattightness7inthelabourmarket
ofthebranchishigherthantheaverageofthecompetitivesector,and

probably no labour supply constraintsto an eventual increase inthe
numberofemployed.

therefore, labour supply constraints may hinder the increase in the
workforce, and, in parallel with this, they also add to the wages of

This picture is confirmed by the indicator used in the survey on

thosecurrentlyemployed.

economic conditions conducted by GKI and measuring labour as the
most important production-limiting factor. Based on the

•According to another approach, there may be demand-side factors

aforementioned indicator, similarly to last year, in the first half of the

behind the shifts observed. On the one hand, the improving market

yeartheratioofthosecompaniesthatindicateinsufficienciesoflabour

environment may still be marked by significant uncertainty, and on

supply as the primary production-limiting factor continues to be far

the other hand, hiring and setting new workforce to work probably

belowthehistoricallytypicalvalues.

takesmoretime,whichresultsinadelayinthedevelopmentsinthe
number of employed compared to economic activity. Consequently,

According to the second approach, the developments in wages and

overtheshortrun,thecompaniesinthesectoradjusttothefavourable

staff in the first quarter were broadly determined by demand factors.

shifts in demand by a more intensive utilisation of the available

Theeconomicenvironment,whichshowedthesignsofimprovementin

workforce.

Chart 1-18
Thefirstexplanationpresumesthat–followingthelarge-scalelayoffs
observedinmanufacturinglastyear–theunemployedpersonsrelated

Decomposition of average gross earnings in
manufacturing*
(based on seasonally adjusted, monthly data)
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Labourmarkettightnessisusuallydefinedasthequotientofthenumberofunemployedandthenumberofvacancies.Thefewerunemployedapplyforthesame
vacancyadvertised,thetighterthelabourmarketisconsideredtobe.Basedonthelabourmarkettheories,astrongerincreaseinwagescanbeobservedinatighter
labourmarketthaninalesstightone.
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the first months of the year, provided a wider scope for action for

exceeded these pre-crisis levels. In addition, part-time employment,

domesticcompanies.However,consideringthatthereisstillsignificant

which had increased markedly during the crisis, practically ceased to

uncertaintyinrelationtothelonger-termdemandprospects,domestic

existinthesectorinthefirsthalfoftheyear.Accordingly,mostofthe

companies tend to adjust to the favourable shift in demand by more

wagegrowthobservedearlyintheyearisexplainedbythecorrection

intensiveutilisationoftheiravailableworkforce,insteadofbyincreasing

in hours worked, while the growth in average earnings per working

theirstafflevels.

hourwasbelowthevaluesobservedinpreviousyears.

This explanation is supported by the fact that the acceleration of

Consequently,iftheexpectedslowdowninexternaldemandoccurs,with

averagegrossearningsinmanufacturingatthebeginningoftheyear

a decline in working hours, wages may also show weaker dynamics. A

resultedmainlyfromtherestorationofbonuspaymentsfollowingthe

furtherdeclinemaybecausedbythefactthatthefadingofbaseeffects

crisis,inadditiontothestatisticaleffects.Thisisalsoindicatedbythe

from June on may result in a considerable fall in the annual indices.

return, starting from the beginning of the year, of the historically low

However,takingaccountofthelatestworkinghourandlabourforcedata,

per capita working hour and overtime data observed in the previous

theinvolvementofnewlabourmaybecomenecessaryinthesectorin

yeartothelevelstypicalbeforethecrisis.Moreover,theyevenslightly

ordertosatisfydemand,whichcontinuestobestrongovertheshortrun.

other indicators for employment in the private sector also
suggest that the recession is over in the Hungarian
economy. at the beginning of the downturn in the real
economy, there was a substantial decline in the per capita
number of hours worked and overtime, in addition to the
marked employment adjustment in the private sector. at

the same time, part-time employment became widespread
at companies. In conjunction with the renewed growth of
production, the number of hours worked in the
manufacturing sector rose to a historical high at the
beginning of this year, while part-time employment has
gradually decreased. accordingly, a further rise in demand
in the sector can only be satisfied with newly hired labour,
as indicated by data relating to the second quarter. the
reversal characterising the sector may remain characteristic
in the next quarters. the decline in employment has also
halted in relation to market services, attributed to labour
hoarding that continues to be an attribute of the sector.
a turnaround is not expected in the near term in this
sector, due to the weak demand environment and
considerable labour hoarding.

Chart 1-19

Chart 1-20

Employment and unemployment in the national
economy

number of working hours and part-time workers in
the manufacturing sector

according to the data of the labour force survey,
employment at the level of the national economy probably
reached its low in 2010 Q1. We can expect a moderate rise
in employment in the second quarter, primarily attributed
to public work programmes and the manufacturing sector.
unemployment, however, will remain at high levels. this is
related to the fact that there has been a gradual rise in
activity from the beginning of the year.

(on the basis of seasonally adjusted, monthly data)
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1.5 Annual inflation exceeds the target, amidst
weak demand conditions
following the over 6 per cent rise in prices recorded at the
beginning of the year, domestic inflation has slowed
significantly in recent months. following the 5.3 per cent
value for the second quarter, which was slightly below our
expectations, domestic inflation fell to 4.0 per cent as the
base effect of last year’s indirect tax measures came to an
end. although the 1.3 per cent value for core inflation in
July is considered low even by historical standards, the
overall price index remained above typical levels preceding
the government measures taken in July of last year, despite
the persistently weak demand environment.
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Chart 1-22

Core inflation index

the disinflation trend remained stable in the core inflation
segment. With a stable exchange rate observed in recent
quarters, the downward pressure of weak demand on prices
persisted in a growing portion of the consumer basket, and
thus our indicators measuring short-term inflationary
pressure in the economy fell to nearly zero per cent by the
end of H1. In recent months, deviation from the
disinflationary trend only appeared in the price index of
unprocessed food, which is included in the non-core
inflation.

Core inflation was slightly lower than expected in the
second quarter. the lower-than-expected inflation is
essentially due to core inflation items, particularly the
decline of the price index of traded goods.8 Contrary to the
usual seasonality, prices of a wide range of industrial
traded goods declined significantly in May-June. the trend
is likely attributed to the downward pressure of the weak
demand environment on prices, producing an increasingly
pronounced effect on the pricing of these products, along
with a stable exchange rate path since the beginning of the
year. pricing in May and June – similarly to the end of last
year – may be determined by significant one-off effects, as
well. these effects may be particularly strong in relation to
seasonal products where owing to weak demand, discounts
commonly applied in the past from august have been
introduced as early as May of this year. accordingly, the
disinflationary effect of insufficient demand is obvious in
relation to these products, although its magnitude may
have been exaggerated in recent months by effects resulting
from the timing of discounts. as confirmation of the
above, the price of traded goods showed a moderate rise in
July, diverging from the trends of the past two years. In
addition to the termination of the timing effects, inflation
in this product group over the short run may also rise in

It is worth noting that thevolatility of the trend inflation of traded goods has increased significantly since the outbreak of the crisis, possibly due in part to the
re-pricingofcertainproductsandtheuncommonseasonalnatureofpricediscounts.Itisthereforedifficulttoassesstheextentinwhichtemporaryeffectsaccount
fortheobserveddisinflation.
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Chart 1-23

Chart 1-24

Inflation of traded goods
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reaction to a weaker exchange rate, possibly reflected in
retail prices upon the replenishment of inventories in the
autumn.
Disinflation remains unchanged in relation to market
services; the price index of these products is low even on a
historical level. Due to the adverse weather conditions,
among non-core items of inflation, the steep rise of the price
of unprocessed food was already visible in the price index
for June. this process is likely to further strengthen over the
short term, potentially also contributing to the gradual rise
of processed food prices through an increase of the price of
raw materials.
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Domestic prices – subject to regulation – did not reveal an
inflationary effect, despite the rise in global energy prices
observed in the first half of the year. this is attributed to the
fact that the government announced a price moratorium
effective as of July 1, which may prevent the pass-through
of such rising commodity prices on to consumer prices in
the short run. extension of the gas price subsidy system had
a similar effect.
the Hungarian inflationary expectations estimated on the
basis of the european Commission survey gradually declined
in the first six months of this year, but continue to exceed
the inflation target.

2 financial markets and lending

2.1 the global financial markets were
characterised by strong volatility, followed by
growing optimism

on the one hand, the intensification of sovereign debt
problems was manifested as a sector-level risk for the
european financial sector through the high exposure of
european banks to government securities, while the
mounting uncertainty contributed to the rise in financing
costs. as an additional effect of sovereign debt problems,
expanding fiscal policy reached its obvious limits in many
countries, so as a result of the general revaluation of the role
of government stimuli, policy-makers are currently placing
greater and greater emphasis on returning to balanced fiscal
positions. the necessity of fiscal restrictions may call into
question the sustainability of the recovery.
In the second half of the period, from early July, however,
numerous factors promoted consolidation on the financial
markets and the strengthening of investor confidence.
optimism was fuelled by the decline in the sovereign risks
of peripheral euro area countries, the consolidation of
interbank money markets in the euro area, the favourable
financial statements of the us corporate reporting season
and the reassuring results of european banks’ stress tests. In
addition, according to the conclusions drawn in the July
issue of the IMf publication World economic outlook, the
turbulence on the financial markets had only had a
moderate effect on the real economy so far.
In the first half of the period since the last report, concerns
related to the sovereign debt of peripheral countries further
escalated, which was reflected in the downgrading of these
countries’ public debt. the rating of each peripheral
member state was downgraded by at least one major credit

Chart 2-1
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the international financial markets were characterised by
very volatile investor sentiment in the period under review.
In early June, risk aversion rose, primarily due to concerns
about the spread and deepening of european sovereign
solvency related problems, a renewed decline in interbank
confidence through the indirect effect of fiscal problems
and the growing risk of negative effects on the real economy.
In the first half of the period, the mounting uncertainty was
reflected in most market indicators: developed and emerging
stock markets showed a steep decline, while risk indicators,
volatility indices and the corporate and sovereign CDs
spreads rose. Demand for risky instruments generally
slumped, while yields on american and german government
securities, regarded as safe haven assets, declined.

Spain
Greece (right-hand scale)

Source: Thomson Reuters.

rating agency in the May-July period. In the second half of
the period, however, the news was more positive in this
regard: the greek fiscal trends in H1 were encouraging, and
apart from a few exceptions, the pIgs countries issued
government securities under favourable terms. In addition,
not only the peripheral countries but also more developed
eu member states announced major fiscal adjustments.
although the declining risks were also reflected in the
substantial decrease in CDs spreads and government
securities yield spreads over german bonds, from the
beginning of august risk premium indicators began to
increase again.
the maturity of the eCB’s first 12-month ltro (longer
term refinancing operation) instrument in early July was a
key event in the period with respect to the assessment of the
european banking system’s condition. of the maturing eur
442 billion, approximately eur 250 billion was reinvested
in other eCB instruments, broadly in line with expectations.
the decline of the above figure sent a positive message to
the markets, as the reliance of Mediterranean banks on eCB
instruments represented the main source of concern. In
addition to lower reliance, demand possibly declined owing
to the fact that interbank yields decreased over the previous
year and the duration of the 3-month eCB instruments,
currently available as an alternative, is much shorter, and
market financing is available for most participants in this
maturity segment. the shrinking non-market liquidity
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Chart 2-2
Changes in interbank money market yields in the
euro area
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supply was naturally accompanied by a rise in market yields;
the larger share of market funds in the liquidity re-allocation
increased the main interbank yields, which in turn
approached central bank financing costs.
the stress test results published at the end of July by the
Committee of european Banking supervisors (CeBs)
revealed the stability and high capital adequacy and loss
tolerance capacity of the european banking system. the
capital adequacy ratio calculated for pessimistic scenarios
was too low in the case of 7 banks of the participating 91
banks, and moreover the eur 3.5 billion additional capital
requirement of the banks was significantly lower than the
expectations of over eur 50 billion. although there are
views on the market that the stress scenarios were not strict
enough, the results had a reassuring effect on the markets.
the majority of the american corporate flash reports
provided favourable surprises; the vast majority of companies
reported higher than expected profits, although the less
positive development of revenues somewhat taints the
optimistic picture. the financial sector belonged to the
sectors with good performance: in many cases the quality of
the loan portfolio improved, although the lending activity
of banks continued to lack vigour. so far the european
banking sector has also been sending positive flash reports,
and the future results are of key relevance for assessing the
effects of sovereign debt problems.
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the recent macroeconomic forecast of the IMf and World
Bank is moderately optimistic with respect to the global
economic trends, projecting that the growth rate in 2010
may be somewhat higher than previously estimated, while
the rate of growth expected in 2011 has not changed
considerably. at the same time, the resurfacing of tensions
on the financial markets, rising sovereign risks and the
resulting global increase in restrictive fiscal policies have
given rise risks on the downside. In reaction to
macroeconomic data pointing to the fragility of recovery in
the usa and to the strengthening of the economic recovery
in europe in the past two months the us dollar significantly
weakened against the main currencies; the eur/usD
exchange rate hovered around 1.28, compared to levels
under 1.20 recorded in early June.
the major central banks continued to pursue loose monetary
policies. the base rate did not change in any of the largest
economies; and as a result of central bank communications
relating to the maintenance of loose monetary conditions,
markets showed strengthening expectations that monetary
tightening will not commence before the middle of next
year either in the euro area or the usa. Maintaining an
expansive monetary policy over the longer run is made
possible by the low price dynamics in developed countries
and necessary to compensate the negative growth effects of
fiscal tightening.
the fed continued its withdrawal of liquidity expansion
and with the introduction of new liquidity-absorbing
instruments it is testing the additional possibilities of
sterilising the surplus liquidity injected into the banking
system. By contrast, in reaction to the concerns related to
the euro area banking system, the eCB has again shifted in
the direction of tender procedures providing liquidity in a
more flexible way, and continued its government bond
purchase programme at a slowing rate. the eCB sterilised
the liquidity effect of government securities purchases in
the euro area, amounting to approximately eur 60 billion
by the end of July, with the help of one-week deposits, at
interest rate levels typically 40-50 basis points lower than
the base rate. some countries (Canada, new Zealand,
sweden), however, raised their interest rates. In these
cases, due to the fledgling economic recovery central
banks regard cautious removal of monetary stimuli as
appropriate, but according to indications by central
bankers the tightening will be gradual and slow in each
case.

2.2 Differentiation between the regions
strengthened in the emerging markets, and the
relative position of the Central Eastern European
region worsened

Interest rate expectations have not changed on the emerging
markets, and thus, in accordance with the trends from the
previous period, differentiation between the emerging
regions is also seen in relation to interest rate policies.
although the expected starting points of the tightening
cycles have been delayed and their expected pace slowed in
certain countries (Indonesia, Mexico, Columbia), tighter
monetary policy is still applied in general in the asian and
latin american regions. since the last report, interest rates
were raised in several south east asian countries (India,
taiwan, Malaysia, south Korea, thailand) and latin
american countries (Brazil, Chile, peru). Interest rates
remained constant in the countries of the Central eastern
european region (only ukraine lowered its base rate), but on
the basis of increasing inflation risks the polish central bank
decided not to refer to an informal neutral bias. according
to market expectations, interest rate hikes may begin in this
region as well, towards the end of the year.
In recent months, investors’ perception of the Central and
eastern european emerging countries was mainly
determined by global factors, and to a lesser extent region-

Changes in the exchange rates of Central European
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Market participants welcomed the news that the Chinese
central bank abolished the yuan-dollar peg and announced
the adoption of a more flexible exchange rate policy. the
expected appreciation of the yuan may promote the
moderation of global imbalances in the future. as an
additional positive development, the lower-than-expected
Chinese growth and inflation data reduced concerns relating
to the overheating of the Chinese economy. nevertheless,
measures to cool down the real estate market and tighten
monetary conditions are still expected to remain in effect.

Chart 2-3
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there are significant differences in the market’s perception
of the various emerging market regions. this is partly
attributed to varying economic activity prospects and partly
to the higher exposure of the Central eastern european
region to the european sovereign debt crisis. according to
the recent macroeconomic forecast of the World Bank and
the IMf, growth will clearly be led by asian countries in the
near future, with dynamic growth also expected in the
latin american region, while in relative terms the Central
eastern european region is likely to underperform.
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Source: Thomson Reuters.

specific ones. In early June, the marked weakening of the
forint also negatively affected the other currencies of the
region, but from mid-June exchange rate trends were
generally determined by global risk appetite in the region.
the depreciation witnessed in the second half of June,
followed by the robust wave of appreciation from early July
on basically tracked fluctuations in international investor
sentiment. In terms of the emerging markets, the romanian
leu and the forint were underperformers, while the
appreciation of the koruna and the zloty basically followed
the trends of south east asian and latin american
currencies.
global investor sentiment was also the decisive factor
behind the development of regional risk indicators, and thus
the CDs spreads also underwent similar trends in that
timeframe. the rate of fluctuations varied significantly,
leading to substantial overall differences between the
countries. a moderate decline was observed in most cases
(poland, Czech republic, slovakia, estonia, Croatia), while
the premium of romania increased significantly, and the
premium of Bulgaria rose slightly over the level in early
June. With regard to the development of CDs spreads, the
Central eastern european region clearly performed worse
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Chart 2-4

countries and by 20-40 basis points in the latin american
region.

Five-year CDS spreads of selected Central Eastern
European countries and the Central European
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than the other emerging regions: 5-year CDs spreads
typically declined by 30-50 basis points in south east asian
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the progress with the IMf programmes represented a
favourable country-specific factor for ukraine and romania
in the region. In June, ukraine agreed with the Monetary
fund on a new usD 14.9 billion standby credit facility,
while romania received the next tranche of the arrangement
following the adoption of measures taken for fiscal
adjustment. partly owing to the above, favourable credit
rating decisions were made with respect to the rating of
ukraine’s government debt. Both fitch ratings and s&p
revised the outlook on Czech republic's foreign currency
debt to positive from stable, while the latter even mentioned
the possibility of an upgrade. following positive evaluation
of the fulfilment of Maastricht criteria, in June estonia was
officially granted approval by the european union to
introduce the euro in 2011. Both fitch and s&p improved
the debt rating of estonia in recent months on grounds of
the positive effects of the approaching introduction of the
euro. By contrast, Bulgaria officially confirmed that it will
postpone the target date for erM-II entry to 2011.

2.3 In addition to global sentiment, Hungarian
asset prices were also significantly shaped by
country-specific factors

the Hungarian exchange rate moved in a range of eur/
Huf 275-290 for most of the period. While there was a
plunge on two occasions in reaction to domestic events
negatively perceived by the markets, the forint managed to
recoup a considerable part of the depreciation in the
favourable international environment emerging in July.
nevertheless, the typical trading band shifted in a weaker
direction relative to the previous period. In terms of the
entire period, the roughly 1 per cent depreciation against
the euro indicates substantial underperformance in a
regional comparison, particularly vis-à-vis the koruna and
the zloty which strengthened significantly. the forint
weakened against the swiss franc by an even higher rate of
over 7 per cent, with the exchange rate also reaching a
historical low. foreign investors significantly reduced their
forint positions in parallel with the weakening of the
exchange rate.
Indicators reflecting the risk perception of the country
generally indicated a deterioration in both absolute and
relative terms. following the political statements made in
early June, the five-year CDs spread climbed over 400 basis
points, jumping by 150 basis points in two days. this was
followed by a gradual consolidation of the spread, chiefly in
line with the development of international sentiment,
interrupted by the breakdown of talks between the IMf/eu
delegation and the government. the rise of the spread in
this case was more moderate, and most of it was subsequently
adjusted, but in view of the regional trends, the roughly 80
basis point increase in the CDs spread from early June
indicated a substantial deterioration in relative terms. the
trend was similar in relation to five-year fX-denominated

bond yield premia over the german Bund: the Hungarian
premium rose almost by 100 basis points, while Czech,
polish, and romanian premia declined by 30-50 basis
points.
the changing perception of the risk of forint assets was less
intense on the government bond market. the yield increase
affected the short and middle-term section of the yield
curve. the reference yields with maturity of up to one year
rose by an overall 30-50 basis points to 5.4-5.6 per cent,
compared to levels measured at the end of May, while the
3-year yield again climbed 50 basis points close to 7 per
cent. although the longest maturities were not immune to
the yield fluctuations, either, 5-, 10- and 15-year benchmark
yields declined by 10-30 basis points on the whole. In
relation to the yield curve of both the government securities
market and the interbank money market, the forward yields
rose to a 2-3 year period, and declined over the longer
horizon of the yield curve.

Chart 2-5
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In the period since the last report, both the volatility of
international investor sentiment and country-specific events
exerted a key impact on the development of domestic asset
prices. In respect of country-specific factors, the following
should be underlined: the very pessimistic political
statements made in early June in connection with the
condition of the Hungarian budget, the announcement of
the government’s action plan, the breakdown of talks
between the IMf/eu and the government and the negative
steps of the credit rating agencies. the direction, intensity
and duration of the events’ effects varied, but as an overall
result of all these effects, the risk premium expected from
Hungarian assets increased considerably.
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the liquidity of the government securities market worsened
considerably during the premium shock in early June; in
relative terms, the liquidity indicators broadly recovered to
their long-term average values afterwards. the jump in interest
rate swap spreads seen in early June was partly corrected
subsequently, and on the whole the spread indicators showed
mixed trends, depending on their maturity. In the first half of
the period, liquidity tensions surfaced on the fX swap market,
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government securities auctions showed very mixed results.
although most government securities auctions were
accompanied by adequate demand in the period, in some
cases the government Debt Management agency (ÁKK)
sold smaller-than-planned quantities due to low demand,
particularly in relation to shorter maturities (3- and
12-month treasury bills, 3-year bond). By contrast, longerterm bond auctions attracted very strong demand in the
second part of the period. as a result of the varied demand,
the average auction yields were quite volatile in the period
under review. according to the recent financing plan of
ÁKK, considerable negative net issue is expected in the
period august-october. overall, the debt manager is
planning to auction government securities in an amount
nearly Huf 300 billion less than the maturing portfolio,
thus the contracting supply may affect issuing terms.
as a consequence of mixed trends since the end of May, the
government securities portfolio held by non-residents
broadly remained at the same level. In the adverse
environment in June, non-residents sold a considerable
amount of Hungarian government securities, while in July
and especially in august their portfolio increased
significantly. as a characteristic trend since the middle of
June, non-residents are increasing the duration of their
portfolio, particularly their portfolio of shorter-term
securities is shrinking, and they are opting for longer
maturities, especially in auctions. the central bank bill
portfolio of non-residents showed strong fluctuations: it
reached a historical high in the middle of July, followed by
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a decline of over Huf 200 billion. the increasing duration
of the government securities portfolio and the volatility of
the central bank bill portfolio held by non-residents is
presumably due to the behaviour of different investor
groups. the prior is presumably caused by participants who
regard Hungarian government securities as a long-term
investment, while the behaviour of hesitating investors may
result in the volatility of the central bank bill portfolio
owned by non-residents.
the central bank did not change the base rate during the
period, while communication has taken on a more strict
tone as a result of worsening risk perception. this has
affected interest rate expectations on the market as further
loosening was priced out on a gradual basis, and the
possibility of an interest rate increase steadily strengthened
in the yield curve. the current money market yields are
consistent with a gradually rising interest rate path.

Chart 2-6
Interest rate path implied by money market yields
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reflected by the decline in implied forint yields and growing
recourse to the 3-month central bank fX swap instrument. By
mid-august, the one-day fX swap implied forint yield returned
to the bottom of the interest rate corridor, and tensions also
eased in relation to longer maturities.
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2.4 Mutually opposing trends in monetary
conditions
Chart 2-7
Development of monetary conditions
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In relation to monetary conditions, although the real
interest rate increased, it still remained at a moderate level,
while the real exchange rate has declined since May. the
development of the real interest rate is generally attributed
to higher nominal yields. although inflationary expectations
also rose moderately, this was not enough to offset the effect
of increasing yields. In contrast with the appreciation trend
of the last one-year period, the real exchange rate showed
depreciation since the last report, chiefly attributed to the
fact that the nominal exchange rate weakened by
approximately 6 per cent in May-June. since the rate of
domestic inflation was higher than in the euro area, the
positive inflationary difference continued to point in the
direction of real appreciation, but the depreciation of the
exchange rate had a substantially larger effect on the
development of the real exchange rate.

1-year real interest rate* (left-hand scale)
CPI-based real exchange rate** (right-hand scale)
* Based on the one-year forward-looking inflation expectations of analysts
calculated by the MNB using the 1-year zero coupon yield and the Reuters
poll.
** Monthly depreciation of the exchange rate against the euro (monthly
rate of devaluation until April 2001), adjusted for the given domestic
inflation indicator and the harmonised inflation of the EU (1 January
1997 = 100%; an increase means appreciation).
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2.5 Lending will lag behind the pace of real
economic recovery

at the end of last year a slow recovery started. even though
the growth is still fragile, there are still no signs of a
turnaround in corporate lending (Chart 2-7). an upturn in
corporate lending would be important for a fast recovery
from the crisis, but the loan supply constraints are still
strong and impede recovery.
the banks continue to apply stringent credit standards
despite their earlier plans to expand their portfolios, and
are failing to provide assistance on the loan supply side to
companies in need of improved financing for activities.
Indeed, in the august 2010 issue of the lending survey,
banks indicated that they are not planning to ease their
credit standards in 2010, and thus these supply constraints
are likely to remain in place over the long run (Chart 2-8).
loan supply constraints are not only seen in non-price
factors but in prices as well, as loan interest rates continue
to exceed financing costs by a much larger rate than was the
case before the crisis (Chart 2-9). loan supply constraints
are also evidenced by the fact that in the small and
medium-sized company segment, where loan supply
constraints are tightest, nearly 22 per cent of the loans
outstanding at the end of 2010 Q1 were provided under
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Chart 2-9
Banks' credit standards on loans to non-financial
corporations
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2.5.1 CORPORAtE BORROWInG tREnDS

Quarterly net increase of loans to non-financial
enterprises from the domestic banking sector and
the quarterly real GDP growth

Tightening

In 2010 Q2, the corporate loan portfolio declined by
roughly Huf 189 billion which significantly surpassed our
expectations. the decrease in bank lending in the household
segment confirmed our expectations, falling by the
seasonally adjusted amount of Huf 45 billion. However,
the decline of loans granted by financial corporations to
households was much higher than expected. the weak
lending activity in this segment is related to the change of
regulations (mainly in case of leasing companies), low risk
appetite of banks, and weak loan demand (mainly in case of
households).

Chart 2-8

Easing

Corporate lending has been consistently falling short of our
expectations for some time, and it is becoming increasingly
clear that an upturn in corporate lending will follow real
economic recovery only with a delay. While demand for
loans has started to rise slowly due to the rise in production,
the stringent loan supply constraints are impeding and
slowing down recovery.

Note: Net difference between the ratio of banks tightening and easing. For
3rd and 4th quarter of 2010 expectations of interviewed banks.

some form of credit guarantee, while in early 2008, only
roughly 9 per cent of the loan portfolio of sMes were
linked to a credit guarantee.

fInanCIal MarKets anD lenDIng

Chart 2-10
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taking out new loans.
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Despite the slow recovery, loan demand may also be lower
than its pre-crisis level. With the currently scarce loan
supply, the financing of the recovery is possible if on
account of a substantial rise in external demand, exporting
companies are enabled to finance some of their production
with revenues. since capacity utilisation continues to lag
behind levels measured before the crisis, there is no need for
capacity expanding investments and hence for investment
loans. this is also evidenced by the fact that while
production increased in 2010 Q1 on a quarterly basis, the
rate of investment continued to decline.
according to our expectations, corporate lending will not
start growing in the second half of 2010, the turnaround in
lending will lag behind real economic turning point by at
least one year. firstly, we base this projection on the fact
that we do not see any major signs of an approaching
turnaround in the data, and secondly, the prolonged risk
aversion and bank tax may also encourage banks to restrain
lending.

2.5.2 HOUSEHOLD BORROWInG
tREnDS
In the household segment, lending is developing in line with
the real economic trends. Both household lending and
household consumption and investment are continuously
declining (Chart 2-11). Besides the supply side factors,
plummeting demand may also play a role in the moderation
of household lending. Because of the weak labour market,
the ongoing depreciation of the exchange rate, and the

In 2010 Q2, the seasonally adjusted value of the household
loan portfolio granted by banks decreased by Huf 45
billion, in line with our expectations. In the process, the
foreign currency-denominated loan portfolio shrunk, while
the forint loan portfolio has been on the rise for the second
quarter running. primarily consumer loans increased
among Huf-denominated loans; housing loans grew only
moderately. In relation to foreign currency-denominated
loans, however, consumer loans declined faster than
housing loans. thus, the household portfolio has been
undergoing a constant and even decline for almost a year.
turning to loans granted by financial enterprises to
households, the preliminary financial accounts for the
2010 Q2 indicate a decline significantly exceeding our
expectations. this can be explained by the change in the
regulatory environment, low risk appetite of banks, and the
low level of loan demand.

Chart 2-11
Quarterly net increase of loans to households from
domestic banking sector and financial corporations
and annual consumption growth
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growth in Huf-denominated new loans was quite striking
in recent months. In June, 84 per cent of all new loans were
extended in forints (Chart 2-12). this change is due to
several factors. firstly, the difference in the aprC of new
foreign currency-denominated loans and Huf-denominated
mortgage loans has fallen to approximately 2 percentage
points, possibly already offset on the forint side by the
aversion of the exchange rate risk (Chart 2-13). secondly,
the government decree on prudent lending also sets out
stricter conditions for foreign currency-denominated loans
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Chart 2-12

billion. In light of the above, the de facto prohibition of
foreign currency-denominated lending basically “codified”
the existing situation on the market.
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Note: Credit institutions and the Hungarian branches of non-resident
credit institutions. Seasonally unadjusted data.

Chart 2-13
APRC of new mortgage loans
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than for Huf-denominated loans, prompting borrowers to
turn to forint loans. as a result of these factors, in June
foreign currency-denominated loans were provided only in
an amount equivalent to Huf 7 billion in the form of
mortgage loans, and Huf 2 billion for other purposes,
while the total value of new loans amounted to Huf 60

40
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as expected, banks tightened their household lending
conditions in accordance with the regulations on prudent
lending. the lending survey suggests that the vast majority
of banks tightened their credit standards upon the entry
into force of the first section in March and the second
section in June. this is also supported by the fact that no
further tightening is planned in the second half of the year
(Chart 2-14).
Despite the tightening of credit standards, we did not
observe any further decline in the new loan portfolio of
banks. We expect that the prohibition of foreign currencydenominated lending will hardly have a tangible effect over
the short term. over the longer term, the upturn in lending
will be slower as a result of regulatory changes than without
such changes. In addition to the above factors, the lending
activity of banks may also be affected by the bank tax; we
therefore expect lending to households to recover slower
than estimated earlier, in the second half of 2011 at the
earliest. nevertheless, based on the data for the second
quarter of 2010, these factors could have a more significant
effect on loans granted by financial enterprises.

Chart 2-14
Banks' non-price lending conditions on loans to
households
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3 inflation and real economy outlook

InflatIon anD real eConoMy outlooK

In our current forecast, our outlook on short-term economic
activity has not changed significantly. the domestic recovery
remains fragile and may proceed slower than expected due
to the government measures announced so far. taking into
consideration our technical basic assumptions, inflation
over the entire forecast horizon is expected to be above the
medium-term target. the alteration of our forecast is
principally motivated by the changes in our basic assumptions
and the balance-improving measures of the government.
although the government package of measures points
towards a decline in aggregate demand until 2011, favourable
external economic activity may support the recovery in the
domestic economy over the short term. the deterioration in
the short-term inflation outlook is caused by the substantial
decline of the exchange rate and the rise of unprocessed
food in recent months. the government measures
temporarily dampen its primary effects, owing to the
introduction of energy price caps, but once these are
terminated, the secondary effects – given the higher

inflation – emerging via expectations and the labour
market, in addition to the primary effects, may play a
growing role in determining domestic inflation.
With regard to our fiscal forecast, we consider it important
to emphasise that in the absence of a budget adopted for a
time horizon extending beyond 2010, we applied technical
projections to items that cannot be deduced from economic
activity (primarily the expenditures side of the budget). of
the “29 point” package of measures adopted by the
government in august, relating to the years 2010-2011, we
took into account all of the measures, with the exception of
plans relating to the modification of the personal income
tax system. We did not have available information on the
transformation of the pIt system that are relevant with
regard to the key parameters determining the forecast, and
therefore we continued to consider the law in force. But in
view of the key importance of the measure, we discuss the
macroeconomic effects of the introduction of the flat-rate
tax system in a box text.

Box 3-1: Changes in our basic assumptions
Overall,ourbasicassumptionshaveshiftedinthedirectionofahigher

this effect and to the lower oil prices in US dollar the price of oil

inflation path compared to the May issue of our Report. The main

denominated in EUR has considerably fallen in the period under

reason for this was the weakening of the EUR/HUF exchange rate

review.Thebaserateremainsunchangedat5.25percent,asindicated

experienced in past months. On average, the EUR/USD cross rate

inthepreviousReportonInflation.

strengthenedfurtherincomparisontoourassumptionsofMay.Dueto

table 3-1
Changes in our basic assumptions compared to May*
May 2010

August 2010

Change compared with May (%)

2010

2011

2012

2010

2011

2012

2010

2011

2012

Centralbankbaserate(percent)**

5.25

5.25

5.25

5.25

5.25

5.25

0.00

0.00

0.00

EUR/HUF

266.2

265.4

265.4

277.6

283.8

283.8

4.3

6.9

6.9

EUR/USD(cent)

135.3

134.3

134.3

130.3

127.7

127.7

–3.7

–4.9

–4.9

BRENToilprice(USD/barrel)

84.4

90.4

91.8

76.7

79.7

82.4

–9.1

–11.8

–10.2

BRENToilprice(EUR/barrel)

62.4

67.3

68.4

58.9

62.4

64.5

–5.6

–7.3

–5.6

BRENToilprice(HUF/barrel)

16,616

17,873

18,146

16,370

17,714

18,318

–1.5

–0.9

0.9

* Annual averages, based on the monthly average exchange rate of July 2010 and the crude oil futures price.
** End-of-year values based on constant interest rate assumption, the change compared to May is presented in percentage points.
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3.1 Recovery remains fragile over the short
term, tangible effects of the government
measures on the real economy may materialise
in 2011
over the short term, the performance of the global economy
may be more positive than previously assumed. strong
domestic demand in the asian economies throughout 2010
has had a beneficial effect on the exports and growth of
Western european countries, and Hungary may continue to
profit from these trends. In addition to a weaker exchange
rate, this trend may be further supported over the short
term by improving price competitiveness.
several factors, however, suggest a decline in external
demand in 2011. the slowdown in the performance of
asian economies is expected to be much greater than
previously forecasted and this may have a direct and
indirect impact on Hungarian exports. Beyond the above,
the sustainability of the high debt levels in the developed
economies has once become a central problem of economic
policies. In response to this problem, short-term fiscal
consolidation plans were approved by many of Hungary’s
foreign trade partners. earlier, we took into account the
contraction effect of the above on demand only in relation
to the risk paths, but we have integrated this effect into the
baseline scenario of our current forecast. as a result, in
2011 and 2012 the country’s external demand may increase
at a rate lower than before the crisis and measured during
this year.

the upturn in domestic demand may be slowed down by
government measures. a turnaround in household
consumption is still only expected in 2011. owing to the
weakening of the Huf/eur exchange rate witnessed in
recent months, the repayment burdens of household loans
remain high, while the prolonged high rate of unemployment
points in the direction of cautionary saving intentions. as a
result of the above factors, we expect a less favourable
consumption path over the short term. We expect a
turnaround in household consumer demand in 2011. With
a tangible rise in household income in 2011, the consumption
expenditures of households may also increase. Initially the
rise in income will be attributed to the tax measures
implemented through the pIt system, in consideration of
the laws currently in force, while the slow growth in
employment may also positively affect income prospects
over the longer term. the upturn in domestic demand,
however, is restrained by the proposed bank tax which – in
the event that the costs are passed on – may reduce the
disposable income of households and increase the cost of
retail loans. Cuts in public wage expenditures may also
impede the rise in household consumption. as unemployment
is likely to remain high over the longer term, the rate of
consumption is only expected to rise in 2012.

Chart 3-2

Chart 3-1

trends in the use of household income
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our forecast for investments has worsened over the entire
forecast horizon. over the short run, this is due to worsethan-expected economic activity on the housing market.
owing to the accelerating decline in key housing market
indicators, particularly the number of new building
permits, we expect lower household investments as early
as this year. the amendment of regulations relating to the
payment of corporate tax may positively affect corporate
investments, but this is offset by the partial pass-through

of the bank tax to companies, which is primarily
manifested in tightened new credit standards. over the
longer term, investments may grow hand in hand with an
acceleration in economic growth, albeit at a rate slower
than previously assumed. With respect to government
investments, the bringing forward of eu-funded
investments from 2011 to 2010 may be a determining
factor, potentially leading to stagnation in government
investment from 2011.

Box 3-2: Effects of the 29-point government package of measures on our forecast
OnJune8,thePrimeMinisterannounceda29-pointactionplan,and

will be present throughout the entire year of 2011, thus they may

the parliament has already passed amendments in connection with

contain currently rising domestic demand, and hence growth, more

mostofthesemeasures.Someofthesemeasuresmayalsosubstantially

intenselythanisthecasethisyear.

impactthegrowthandbalancepathoftheHungarianeconomyover
themonetarypolicyhorizon,inadditiontothefiscalbalance.Ofthe

The measures may also produce negative effects (resulting in lower

29 measures, we can expect substantial macroeconomic effects in

inflation)oninflationin2010and2011.Theeffectthisyearisalmost

relationto6points.Theseareasfollows:introductionofthespecialtax

exclusively limited to the result of the moratorium on public utility

on financial institutions, extension of the 10 per cent preferential

fees, while next year the measure will have a contracting effect on

corporate tax rate, a cut in general government expenditures,

demand. It is worth noting, however, that without prejudice to the

reductionofthewagebillofstate-ownedcompanies,introductionof

continued validity of our current assumptions on global commodity

amoratoriumonpublicutilityfeesandtransformationofthepersonal

prices and the EUR/HUF exchange rate, after the lifting of the

income tax system. In view of the fact that we have no information

moratorium considerable upward pressure may arise on regulated

whatsoever available on the key parameters of the last measure

prices.

(timing,modificationoftaxcredits,scopeoftaxbenefits),forthetime
beingwedidnottaketheseintoaccountinpreparingourforecast.We

The particular measures may affect the various components of our

preparedestimatesrelatingtothepossiblemacroeconomiceffectsof

macroeconomicforecastthroughthefollowingchannels:

the other measures with the aid of our DELPHI macroeconometric
model.Thetablebelowindicatesthedirectionoftheexpectedeffects.

–Theeffectsofthespecialbanktaxvaryovertheshortandmedium
term.In2010,bankswillpresumablybeabletopassonaminimal

Overall,themeasuresproduceamoderatenegativeeffectin2010and

portionofthespecialtaxtoconsumers.Withrisinghouseholdloan

astrongernegativeimpactoneconomicactivityin2011.In2010,the

instalments and the current rate of corporate bankruptcies, the

fiscalstringencymeasures,banktaxandthecurbingofwagesatstate-

increaseoftheburdensofhouseholdsandcompanieswouldraise

owned companies limit economic growth, primarily through

the risk of defaulting loans, further worsening the quality of bank

consumption expenditures. The rise in consumption resulting from

portfolios. It is therefore likely that banks’ profits will decline this

the omitted increase of public utility fees moderately offsets this

yearasaresultofthetax,alsocontributingtoadecreaseofsavings

effect. These effects, however, moderately affect growth in 2010, as

inthecorporatesector–includingbanks.Thepass-throughofcosts

theywilltypicallyariseinthelastquarter.Theaboveeffects,however,

affecting household income is possible only through employee

table 3-2
Effects of government measures on GDP and CPI
GDP

Inflation

2010

2011

2010

2011

Specialtaxonfinancialinstitutional

↓

↓↓

-

↓

Preferentialcorporatetaxrate

-

↑

-

-

Cutinbudgetaryexpenditures

↓

↓

-

-

Wagebillreductionofstate-ownedcompanies

↓

↓

-

↓

Moratoriumonpublicutilityfees

↑

↓/↑

↓

↓/↑

Total

↓

↓↓

↓

↓
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wages in the sector (e.g. bonus cuts). From 2011, however, more

of the above. Government consumption and investments may also

optionsmayopenupforpassingonthespecialtax.Thebanksmay

declineasaresultofthemeasure.

passonasmallerportionoftheirburdenthroughthecostofnewly
disbursed corporate loans, causing a decline in corporate sector

–Thecutsinthewagebillofstate-ownedcompaniesprimarilyreduce

savings.Thebanksmaypassonthelargerportionofthetaxontheir

the consumption expenditures of households. These companies

existingretailloananddepositportfolios,leadingtoadecreasein

comprise part of the private sector in statistical terms, and they are

incomeavailabletohouseholds.Inaddition,thecostsofnewloans

predominantly market service providers. According to our

mayalsorise.Overall,thespecialtaxcontributestothedeclinein

assumptions,mostoftheplannedsavingswillbeimplementedin2010

householdconsumptionandhouseholdandcorporateinvestments

through cuts in the wage payments of the companies concerned,

through falling income and the higher cost of newly disbursed

whilelayoffsmayplayalargerrolein2011.

loans.
–Thefreezingofgasanddistrictheatingpricesin2010willresultin
–Theprohibitionofforeigncurrency-denominatedloansmayleadto

lower inflation and higher household consumption. From 2011 we

the further tightening of lending activity in addition to the above

expect a long-term improvement in efficiency resulting from the

consequence, potentially causing a further decline particularly in

renegotiation of the pricing of regulated energy items, and thus the

householdinvestments.

networkaccessfeesmayremainloweroverthelongterm.However,
priceincreasesdelayedthisyearmayariseasapriceincreasingeffect

– The extension of the preferential corporate tax rate improves the

in2011H2,duetothechangeincommodityprices.

profitabilityofcompaniesthroughthereductionofthetaxonprofits,
possiblyboostingdemandforinvestmentorlabour.

Itisimportanttonotethatourforecastdidnottakeintoaccountthat
if the balance-improving measures of the government prove to be

– Presently only the amount of cuts in government expenditures is

successful and the position of general government substantially

known and not the specific measures. Experience relating to similar

improves, this may boost investor confidence in Hungary. This may

measuresinthepastsuggestthatwagesinthepublicsector,financial

produce a positive growth effect through a decline in the risk

transferstohouseholdsandthematerialexpendituresofthestatemay

premiumandadisinflationaryeffectthroughthestrengtheningofthe

decline.Householdandgovernmentconsumptionmayfallasaresult

exchangerate.

so far, the improvement in short-term economic activity has
only been characteristic of the exporting sectors, and we
still do not expect any reversal in the main domestic items
of demand this year. the structure of growth will gradually
become more balanced from 2011. Despite the expected
slowdown in the growth of external demand, export sales
may reveal dynamic growth over our entire forecast horizon,
while as a result of the country’s improving income position,
household consumption and national economic investments
may also rise from early next year. In respect of the
government measures, the introduction of the preferential
corporate tax rate may provide for new investments an
environment that is more favourable than in the past over
the entire forecast horizon, while cuts in government
expenditures and the special bank tax may hamper the
recovery in domestic demand. Domestic demand may
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further rise with the termination of the special bank tax in
2012, possibly resulting in a nearly 4 per cent increase in
gDp.
output falls short of its potential level over our entire
forecast horizon and only gradually approximates that level.

Chart 3-3
Composition of GDP growth
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overall, the economic recovery may continue at a slow pace
over the short term. the government measures announced
so far are not expected to produce any major effects on
growth this year, but the contractionary effects on demand
may also gain strength in 2011. In accordance with the
above, economic growth may continue at a rate that is
slower than our earlier estimate.
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Considering that over the short term the structure of
growth has shifted in the direction of weaker domestic
demand and higher net exports, in real economic terms the

negative output gap – similarly to our previous forecast –
may currently exert a moderately stronger downward
pressure on prices.

Box 3-3: Expected macroeconomic effect of the flat-rate tax system
Within the framework of the 29-point economic action plan, the

redistribution function of the tax system is weakened. In practice,

Governmentannouncedthatitwillimplementtheflat-ratefamilytax

however,thisproblemislessseverethansuggestedbytheory.Asone

systeminseveralsteps,wherelabourincomeistaxedatauniform16%

reasonfortheabove,inpracticetheflat-ratetaxsystemssetoutatax

PITrate.Sincewestilllacksubstantivedetailsontheintroductionof

exemptionlimitortaxcreditinallOECDcountries,asaresultofwhich

the new tax system, we did not take into account the effects of the

salariesapproximatingtheminimumwagehaveazeroorverylowtax

above in our forecast. But due to the key relevance of the step, we

burden.11However,particularcautionneedstobetakenwhendefining

deemed it important to review the possible advantages and

theaboveexceptions,asthekeyadvantageoftheflat-ratetaxsystem

disadvantagesofsuchasystem.Thefirstpartoftheanalysisoutlines

lies in its simplicity, and the inclusion of too many exceptions is in

certain theoretical criteria, while the second part discusses the

contradictionofthisadvantage.

experiences of countries that have introduced flat-rate tax regimes.
The third part contains our evaluation of the Hungarian bill in an

As an additionally important aspect, the effect increasing income

international comparison and finally, the last section reviews the

inequality is less pronounced if the actual income inequalities are

expectedmacroeconomiceffectsofthenewtaxsystemonthebasis

greaterthantheinequalitiesbetweendeclaredincome,forthosewith

ofresearchconductedsofarinthistopic.9

higher income have various possibilities at their disposal to conceal
theirincome,ordeclaresuchincomeasotherincomesubjecttolower

What does a flat-rate tax mean?

tax rates than is applicable to labour income. In such a case, the
theoretically progressive tax system loses its actual progressiveness,

In its purest form, a flat-rate tax system means that all income –

andthustheadverseredistributioneffectsoftheintroductionofthe

irrespectiveofitssource–istaxedatthesamerate.10Introductionofa

flat-ratetaxaremuchmoremoderate.

flat-ratetaxsystemtheoreticallyoffersthefollowingadvantages:
Inadditiontotheabove(taxexemptionlimit,taxcredits),otherfactors
First, low flat rates, the reduction or abolition of exemptions and

also account for the fact that the implemented flat-rate tax systems

benefits reduce tax evasion incentives and the tax advantage of

showlessresemblancetotheflat-ratesysteminterpretedinitspure,

declaringlabourincomeascapitalincome.Second,withalowflat-tax

theoreticalform.12

rate, the substantial reduction of the marginal tax rate in the upper
income segment increases labour supply with higher productivity,
whichinturnhasapositiveeffectongrowth.Botheffectsresultinthe

–Socialsecuritycontributionscontinuetobepartofaseparatesystem
inallcountries.

widening of the tax base which may partially supplement lost tax
revenues.Moreover,iftheeconomicparticipantsregardthenewtax

–Capitalincomeistypicallystilltaxedwithaseparatesystemandrate

systemcredibleandsustainableoverthelongterm,thereactionsof

even after reforms, although the modifications in all cases also

economicparticipantstoitsintroductionmaybesignificantlystronger

include the transformation of corporate and entrepreneurial

than to changes in their actual income position in the given year,

taxation.

whichinthecaseoftaxmeasuresmaybringforwardthefavourable
effectsofthenewtaxsystemontaxrevenues.

Ingeneralterms,itmaybeestablishedthatalthoughtheflat-ratetax
systemamongOECDcountrieshasnotbeenimplementedanywhere

However, one of the theoretical disadvantages of the flat-rate tax

in its pure form,13 it has typically contributed to a substantial

systemisthatitmayincreaseincomeinequalities,thatistheincome

simplificationofthetaxsystem.Theflat-ratePIT,however,wasjustone

Wedonotdiscussaspectsofthechangesrelatingtofamilytaxation,duetoalackofinformationonthedetailsonthetaxsystem.
SeeOECD(2006)“Fundamentalsofpersonalincometaxreform”
11
TheonlyexceptionweknowofisGeorgia.SeeKeenet.al.(2006)”The’FlatTax(es)’:PrinciplesandEvidence”IMFWP/06/18
12
Thisispresumablyattributedtothefactthataftertakingintoaccountthesocialsecuritysystem,inmostcountriesthetaxationoflabourincomeishigherthancapital
income.Thus,ina“theoretical”flat-ratesystem,eitherthetaxrateofcapitalincomewouldbenecessarilyhigh,resultinginahighdegreeofdynamicdistortion,or
thetaxrateoflabourwouldbeunrealisticallylow,whichdoesnotseemrealisticonthebudgetside.
13
T heSlovakiantaxsystembestresemblesthegenuineflat-ratesystemwherebothlabourandcapitalincomeissubjecttoa19%taxwhichalsocorrespondstotheVATrate.
ThesocialsecuritycontributionsconstituteaseparatesysteminSlovakiaaswell;thetaxonlabourincomeisstillhigherinconsiderationofthecontributions.Inaddition,the
Slovakiantaxsystemalsohasataxexemptionlimitandprovidesfamilyallowances,wherethetaxexemptionlimitishigherifthesalaryofthespouseisverylow.
9

10
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sourceofchange;theabolitionofbenefitsandexemptionsplayeda
keyroleintheprocesseverywhere.
What is the experience of countries introducing the flat-rate tax

Chart 3-4
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robustgrowthintheyearsfollowingintroduction,althoughinmany
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flat-ratetax as havinga positive signaleffectforforeign investors: it
generally implied a commitment to reform and growth-oriented
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relation to competitiveness, however, the entire tax wedge
encumbering labour is the relevant criterion, and in this respect,
Hungary only approximates the average tax burden of the Visegrád
Groupinthehigherincomesegments.
On the whole, however, the contemplated tax system significantly
reduces both the average and the marginal the tax wedge at levels
above the average income and can thereby substantially increase
labour supply. Domestic research,18 namely, suggests that domestic
taxable income reacts quite sensitively to changes in the tax rate
abovethelevelofaverageincome,whilethereactionrelatingtothe
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the Hungarian proposal in light of international experience

* Data refer to employees,
Source: OECD, APEH (Hungarian Tax and Financial Control
Administration) data.

TheonlyexceptionisRussia,wherePITrevenuesinthenewtaxsystemrosesignificantlybyover20%.Mostanalyses(Keenetal.,2006;Ivanovaetal.,2005),however,
pointoutthatthisiscloselyrelatedtoageneralupturnandariseinoilprices.PITrevenuesalsoincreasedinLatviaandLithuania;thetaxrateinthesecountries,
however,wassetatahighlevel(33%and25%),intheuppersegmentoftherangeofearlierrates.
15
Seee.g.Saavedra,P.(2007)“FlatIncomeTaxReforms”Ch.8.inFiscalPolicyandeconomicgrowth,WorldBank.
16
InRomania,forexample,thehigher-than-expectedriseinVATrevenuesisclearlyattributedtothefactthatasignificantportionoftheincreasednetincomeof
householdsappearedinconsumption.Thehigher-than-expectedriseincorporatetaxrevenuesinGeorgiaandLatviamayhavebeencausedbythefallingpriceof
moreskilledlabourforcompanies.Itisnotclear,however,whetherthisimprovementwasattributedtotheactualtaxcuts,orrathertheabolitionofbenefitsand
loopholesandtheimprovementoftheefficiencyofadministrationandcontrol.
17
E.g.Keenetal.(2006),Saavedra,P.(2007).
18
SeeBakoset.al.(2008)“Theelasticityoftaxableincome”MNB Working Paper,2008/7.
14
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average tax wedge is considered to be low. In other words, in this

significantlyinthesegmentwherelabourintensityreactssensitively

respect the new system clearly promotes growth and employment.

to their change. According to Scharle et. al. (2010), a 4-5% GDP

There is the problem, however, that the abolition of tax allowances

surplus may result over the medium term compared to the 2010

significantlyincreasestheaveragetaxburdenatincomelevelsbelow

system, through the following channels: the better skilled, higher

theaveragewage:theaveragetaxburdenoflowincomeemployees

income labour force works more in the new tax system and the

wouldbeexcessivelyhighrelativetotheOECDcountries,constituting

economyiswhitening.

acounter-incentiveforlabourmarketentry.Inviewofthefactthatin
a European comparison, the rather low domestic employment rate

We do not have available reliable estimates in relation to the

reflectsalagparticularlyinrelationtolow-skilledlabour,itwouldbe

extensivemargin,butouroptimismisfarmoresubduedwithrespect

safe to assume that the new tax system further undermines the

to adjustment. Because in the new tax system, ceteris paribus, the

employmentintentionsandprospectsofthesegroups.

average tax burden of approximately 75% of the labour force will
increaseincomparisontotheoriginaltaxsysteminforcein2010.In

Expected macroeconomic effects of the new tax system

viewofthefactthattheextensiveelasticityoflaboursupplytendsto
behigherthanaverageinthelowerincomesegment,thismeansthat

Thus, when quantifying the macroeconomic effects of the new tax

employmentislikelytodeclinebothintermsoflabourdemandand

system,anin-depthanalysisoftheabovetwochannelsiswarranted:

labour supply, which might affect GDP prospects unfavourably as

Firstly,theextenttowhichthechangeinthetaxratesaffectsentryand

well.

exit from the labour market (extensive margin), and secondly, its
impactonthecurrentlyemployed(intensivemargin).

When assessing the new tax system, we should ask the following
question:TowhatextenttheexcessGDPgrowthfromtheadjustment

According to the estimates of Bakos et. al. (2008), the adjustment

on the intensive margin can create new jobs, and compensate the

withintheintensivemarginisquitelowfromthelowerincomedeciles

unfavourableeffectsatwagelevelsbelowtheaverage.

totheaveragewage,andshowsstrongersensitivityabovetheaverage
wage(notincludingthetopdecile),asconfirmedbytheinternational

On the whole, because the new tax system means a decline of

literature. Accordingly, a 1 percentage point change in the marginal

aggregate PIT burden, both compared to the currently valid 2010 and

tax rate increases the amount of declared taxable income by 0.3-0.4

2011 law, and it rearranges tax burden from more skilled high income

percentagepoints.19

to less skilled, low income labour, it seems likely that the new system
will ceteris paribus result in surplus GDP growth. However the effect on

Anestimateofsimilardepthisnotavailableinrelationtoadjustmentto

employment is much more uncertain, where the latter may even mean

theextensivemargin.AccordingtotheinitialresultsofRácz(2010),20the

a drop in employment. This is chiefly attributed to the fact that the new

onepercentagepointchangeintheaveragetaxwedgeaffectsentryand

system increases the cost of unskilled labour compared to skilled

exitfromthelabourmarketbynearly0.1percentagepoints,wherethe

labour, that is, companies employing a skilled labour force will be in a

effectisminimallystrongeronlessskilledlabourthanonskilledlabour.It

more favourable position, while labour intensive sectors employing

is a problem, however, that the estimates available in international

unskilled labour force will be in a less favourable position. 21, 22 Gradual

literatureshowanextremelywidespreadbetween0.1and3.0.

introduction of the new system might mitigate the unfavourable
employment effects, but even in this case, the internationally high tax

Thus,thetwoimportanteffectsoftheplannedflat-ratetaxsystem

burden of low skilled workers might cause problems over the medium

are as follows: Firstly, the marginal tax rates basically decline

term.

Itisaseparatequestionastowhethertaxableincomeisincreasingbecauseemployeesactuallyworkmoreortheeconomyiswhitening.Scharleet.al.(2010)“How
toimprovetheefficiencyofthetaxsystem?”Közpénzügyi füzetek26.)givesevidencewithvariousrobustnessteststhattheeffectprimarilyindicatesactuallabour
supplyadjustment.Thecoefficientisroughlyinconformitywithestimatesforothercountries.
20
Rácz(2010)”LaborsupplyeffectsoftaxchangesthroughtheextensivemargininHungary”Manuscript.
21
Minimumwagehikescannotsolvetheproblemofincreasingtaxburdenofbelow-averagewages.Onereasonforthisisthat,whileanincreaseinminimumwage
enhancesemployment,itdecreaseslabourdemand.Asaresult,thismeasuremightcauseadditionalnegativeemploymenteffects.Inadditionitisalsouncertain,
towhatextenttheincreaseintheminimumwagehasanincreasingeffectonwagesbetweentheminimumandaveragewage,wheretheaveragetaxburdenalso
increases.
22
Theanalysisgenerallydealswithemployees,thatis,wehavenotdiscussedthenearly250,000full-timeprivateentrepreneurssubjecttothePITsystem.Asthetax
creditcouldnotbeeffectedintheircaseinthepast,theflat16%rateevenonthelevelofminimumwagesmayresultineasedtaxescomparedtothecurrent17%
super gross-up, i.e. 21.6% actual tax rate. There is a relatively high degree of uncertainty, however, with regard to the reaction of this group, as no reliable
measurementsareavailableinconnectionwiththelaboursupplyreaction.Thisisnotsurprisingbecausenumerousothertaxoptimisationfactorscanbetakeninto
accountinrelationtothisgroup(towhatextentisdeclaredwageactualincome,changesinSimplifiedBusinessTaxrates,etc.).Whiletheemploymentreactionis
ratheruncertain,withtheintroductionoflowertaxrates,thewhiteningofincomemaybecomearealisticprospectinparallelwithtightergovernmentinspections.
19
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3.2 Unemployment will remain high over the
long term even with gradually rising
employment

over the short term, the rise in employment may primarily
take off in the manufacturing sector in response to
improving economic activity. labour hoarding and a
slowdown in employment continues to shape the sectors
producing for the domestic market. We expect employment
to rise in these sectors only after an upturn in domestic
demand in 2011, but growth may be a slow process due to
the currently existing, unused labour capacities. trends in
the wages and employment of the service sector may also be
constrained by the wage bill cuts of state-owned companies,
which are statistically classified among market services.
our technical assumptions suggest that the wage bill cuts
defined as part of the government measures may be
implemented this year through wage cuts and equal cuts in
wages and employment in 2011.
the rate of unemployment may remain consistently high
over the entire forecast horizon. Despite growing
employment, this is attributed to the fact that the regulatory
changes in recent years affecting the labour market –
tightening of conditions of early retirement, shortening of
maternity leave, raising of the retirement age limit – further
increase activity.
the gap in wages between the industrial and service
sectors – attributed to the dual nature of trends in
economic activity – may remain throughout the entire year
of 2010. Wages in the market services sector, showing
closer correlation with domestic demand, may remain
subdued for the whole year. the annual growth rate of
wages in the manufacturing sector is expected to decline
from the second half of the year. Despite the acceleration
in economic activity, wage growth in the private sector as
a whole may remain significantly lower over our entire

Chart 3-6
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the behaviour of companies continues to be shaped by
restoration of the significantly deteriorated profit position
resulting from the crisis. accordingly, our forecast projects
a moderate rise in employment and an increase of real wages
lagging behind productivity growth.

Labour cost
Profits

Productivity
ULC

forecast horizon than the rates measured in the years
before the crisis. a survey of the Hay group conducted in
august 2010 confirms this picture, as wage growth in the
corporate sector will only rise moderately in 2011
compared to this year. 23 this is still attributed to the loose
labour market, where the wage-contracting effect is also
driven by the aforementioned government plan for wage
bill cuts at state-owned companies. the duality
characterising wages in the sectors will weaken from 2011,
while the effect of the weaker exchange rate and rising
commodity prices on inflation will also be reflected in
wages. the development of inflation last year continues to
have a pronounced effect on wage decisions, and thus from
2011 we expect wage dynamics to be moderately higher
than indicated in our previous forecast, due to higher
inflation. In addition to persistently high unemployment,
the rise in real wages will fall short of growing productivity.
the profit position of companies will improve further only
at a sluggish rate from 2011, but the profit level may
remain below the levels measured before the crisis over the
long term.

Accordingtothesurveyin2010theaveragewagegrowthinthecorporatesectorwas3.4%in2010andtheplanedaveragewagegrowthin2011willbe3.6%.

23
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3.3 With demand conditions improving, more
cost shocks may push inflation above the target
Chart 3-7

prolonged weak domestic demand and the negative output
gap over the entire forecast horizon continue to exert
substantial downward pressure on prices. While core
inflation may decline further in the second half of the year,
we expect prices of non-core items of inflation to rise over
the short term. this is attributed to the increase of the price
of unprocessed food caused by poor crop yields and the
primary effects of the depreciated exchange rate expressed
through rising energy prices. the government measures to
be implemented in the second half of the year will mitigate
this latter trend tangibly. the pressure on prices in the
economy is expected to strengthen at the level of core
inflation from the middle of this year. We expect the
acceleration of the short-term indicators of core inflation to
primarily stem from changes in the price of industrial
products, potentially followed by rising inflation of
processed food and market services. In relation to industrial
products, the renewed rise in prices is partly attributed to
the termination of the timing effects observed in the second
quarter. In addition, the inflating effect of the depreciated
exchange rate on prices is reflected earliest in this product
group.
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maintaining the gas price subsidy system. In the forecast, we
assume that as a result of negotiations conducted with the
service providers, the government can achieve a long-term
reduction of certain fee items of regulated prices (e.g.
network access fees), but the price pressure resulting from
changes in commodity prices may still mount from 2011 in
relation to the above items. We have therefore increased our
overall forecast for increases in regulated prices from 2011.

the inflationary trends characterising the quarters ahead
are significantly determined by our assumptions in relation
to the development of the price of unprocessed food and
regulated energy. We are of the view that the drastic price
increases observed in recent months in connection with the
price of certain unprocessed food may also be driven by
speculative factors. We accordingly expect a correction in
the rise in global prices in the short term; the price of these
products may then increase along a more moderate path
over the longer term. the government measures affecting
regulated prices will moderate the pace of inflation in 2010,
due to the cap on gas and district heating prices and

according to our current forecast, the disinflationary trend
affecting the overall consumer price index will be interrupted
in 2011. although the direct effects of the commodity price
shocks causing a rise in inflation will gradually fade over the
short term, with demand conditions improving, the growing
production costs attributed to the weaker exchange rate and
rising commodity prices may increasingly pass through to
consumer prices. the output gap, which is forecast to

table 3-3
Details of our inflation forecast
Weight 10 Q1

10 Q2

10 Q3

10 Q4

11 Q1

11 Q2

11 Q3

11 Q4

12 Q1

12 Q2

12 Q3

12 Q4

Unprocessedfood

5.8

1.1

-2.7

9.9

9.5

5.8

5.7

-1.1

1.7

3.1

3.8

4.1

3.9

Vehiclefuelandmarketenergy

7.6

21.3

20.8

14.2

13.8

6.9

2.3

2.6

3.5

3.6

3.3

3.1

3.0

Regulatedprices

16.7

6.5

8.0

5.8

5.3

7.6

7.3

7.3

8.2

6.2

5.3

4.9

4.8

Coreinflation

70.0

4.8

3.9

1.5

1.6

1.6

2.4

2.9

3.1

3.1

3.0

2.9

2.8

100.0

6.0

5.3

3.7

3.6

3.3

3.4

3.4

3.9

3.7

3.4

3.3

3.2

Consumerpriceindex
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remain negative over the entire forecast horizon, may
continue to buffer this trend, but owing to inflation
expectations still hovering above the medium-term inflation
target, wage decisions are increasingly expected to reflect
the higher inflation. accordingly, in addition to affecting
non-core items of inflation, the renewed acceleration of
inflation is also expected to produce stronger effects on
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core inflation items as well. as a consequence of the trend,
core inflation may rise to roughly 3 per cent in 2012. since
the inflation of non-core items of inflation, similarly to
trends in previous years, is expected to exceed the rate of
core inflation in the coming years, the consumer price index
may exceed the medium-term inflation target over the
entire forecast horizon.

3.4 Inflation and growth risks
In addition to the baseline scenario, we quantified the
effects of three risk paths which may have a major impact on
our forecast.
the issue of the sustainability of government debt has
recently become a centre of focus around the world.
fulfilling deficit targets and ensuring the sustainability of
the debt path have now become fundamental conditions for
securing macroeconomic stability over the short term as
well. If the basic trends suggest a budget deficit path that is
higher than the targeted figures, Hungary too would be well
advised to manage the differences with further balance
improving measures. although there is no information
available on the structure of these measures, calculations
based on historical experiences suggests that such an action
plan would lead to a less favourable gDp path in the coming
years as compared to what is outlined in the baseline
scenario and lower inflation via weaker demand.

around the 3% inflation target for a longer period of time,
it is difficult to assess the degree in which the set inflation
target can shape the price- and wage-setting decisions of
economic participants in an economy which is returning to
a phase of growth. this risk path identifies substantial
upward risks in the baseline scenario for inflation, its effect,
however, on the gDp path is roughly neutral.
our fourth risk scenario is necessitated by the significant
error of our technical basic assumption in the past, in
relation to the projected trend of oil prices. over the last 20
years, futures prices were distorted forecasters of actual
price trends (see in detail Box 3-4 of the May issue of the
report on Inflation). this distortion seemed particularly
strong over the time horizon of monetary policy.
International literature offers numerous possibilities for the
improvement of the forecasting ability of futures prices, the

Chart 3-9

a persistently tighter-than-expected credit environment – in
spite of the economic recovery – might have similar effects.
Change in regulatory conditions (e.g. the “decree on
prudent lending”, the prohibition of foreign currency-based
mortgage lending) and the lower risk tolerance of the
banking system may result in a permanently weak credit
activity even if accompanied by slow improvement in
demand. these risks may be further exacerbated by the
additional tax on the financial intermediation system. If
lending conditions improve less or more slowly than
indicated by our expectations, the anticipated turnaround
in domestic demand might be also slowed down or delayed.
In turn, weaker domestic demand would represent a
negative risk both for the development of growth and
inflation.

Fan chart of the inflation forecast

although our indicators for estimating inflationary
expectations have gradually decreased, they still remain
higher than the comparable indicators in countries in the
region which record steadily low inflation rates. this
phenomenon may be attributed to Hungary’s adverse
history of inflation and one-off shocks that continue to keep
the country’s inflation at currently high levels. although our
indicators measuring short-term inflationary pressure show
a gradual decline in the recessionary economic environment,
the current annual rate of inflation continues to significantly
exceed the medium-term inflation target due to the indirect
tax measures, increases in regulated prices and the rise in
global energy prices. In view of the fact that since the
economic transition, Hungarian inflation has not hovered

Fan chart of the GDP forecast
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Chart 3-10
(based on seasonally adjusted and reconciled data)
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application of which may be particularly warranted under
the assumption of dynamically growing external demand.
In our alternative scenario, we considered the easiest
quantifiable alternative, adjusted with past average
forecasting errors. In this scenario, the slope of the expected
oil price path is positive over the entire forecast horizon,
indicating significantly escalating risks relating to inflation,
particularly upon approaching 2012, while the distribution
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of risk points in the direction of lower growth in relation to
the gDp path.
overall, we have identified upward risks in relation to
inflation, due to the slow adjustment of expectations and
our assumption applied to oil prices distorting towards
lower inflation, while the risk distribution of growth is
biased towards lower gDp dynamics from 2011.

3.5 We expect external financing capacity to be
sustained over the long term
the latest actual data and the change in our macroeconomic
forecast suggest that the domestic economy may progress
on an equilibrium path which is more favourable than
previously expected. We expect the external financing
capacity of Hungary to remain consistently high over the
entire forecast horizon. In the next three years, the balance
of the real economy will close with a substantial surplus:
this is partly linked to the rise in exports driven by external
demand, and partly to the moderation of the import
dynamics caused by the slower-than-expected growth in
domestic consumption.

following the massive deterioration in 2008-2009, we
expect the profitability of companies to gradually improve
from 2010, which will substantially worsen the income
balance only from 2012. this is caused by the fact, that this
year and next year the bank tax will significantly reduce the
profits of foreign-owned banks. the negative effect of
corporate profits on the balance can still be offset in 2010
by the substantial improvement in the interest balance, but
from 2011, the current euro and forint interest rate paths
imply a slow rise in net interest expenditures on debtgenerating instruments. the capital account balance surplus

table 3-4
Structure of external financing requirement
(as a proportion of GDP, in per cent, unless otherwise indicated)
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Fact/Preliminary fact

2011

2012

Forecast

1.Balanceofgoodsandservices

–2.9

–1.2

–0.9

1.2

0.8

5.9

6.6

7.1

6.8

2.Incomebalance

–5.2

–5.7

–5.9

–7.3

–7.3

–6.1

–5.6

–5.9

–6.4

3.Balanceofcurrenttransfers

–0.2

–0.3

–0.3

–0.5

–0.7

0.3

–0.3

–0.3

–0.3

I. Current account balance (1+2+3)

–8.3

–7.2

–7.1

–6.5

–7.1

0.2

0.7

0.9

0.1

Current account balance in EUR billions

–6.8

–6.4

–6.4

–6.6

–7.5

0.2

0.7

0.9

0.1

0.1

0.7

0.7

0.7

1.0

1.4

2.3

2.3

2.2

–8.2

–6.5

–6.4

–5.8

–6.1

1.5

2.9

3.3

2.3

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

II. Capital account balance
External financing capacity (I+II)

table 3-5
GDP-proportionate net financing capacity of individual sectors
2004

2005

2006

2007

–8.3

–9.3

–9.5

–5.8

–3.7

–4.6

–5.1

–4.4

–4.0

2.3

4.3

3.3

1.5

1.2

3.3

4.5

4.5

4.1

Corporate sector and "error" (= A - I.- II. )

–2.2

–1.5

–0.2

–1.6

–3.7

2.9

3.6

3.2

2.2

A.Externalfinancingcapacity,"fromabove"(=B+C)

–8.2

–6.5

–6.4

–5.8

–6.1

1.5

2.9

3.3

2.3

B.Currentaccountbalance

–8.3

–7.2

–7.1

–6.5

–7.1

0.2

0.7

0.9

0.1

–6.8

–6.4

–6.4

–6.6

–7.5

0.2

0.7

0.9

0.1

0.1

0.7

0.7

0.7

1.0

1.4

2.3

2.3

2.2

D.Neterrorsandomissions(NEO)**

–1.4

–1.9

–2.3

–1.6

–2.8

–1.0

–1.1

–1.0

–1.0

Externalfinancingcapacity"frombelow"(=A+D)

–9.6

–8.4

–8.8

–7.5

–8.9

0.5

1.9

2.2

1.3

Fact/Preliminary fact
I.Augmentedgeneralgoverment*
II.Households

– in EUR billions
C.Capitalaccountbalance

Forecast

* In addition to the fiscal budget, the augmented general government includes local governments, ÁPV Ltd., institutions discharging quasi-fiscal duties (MÁV,
BKV), the MNB and authorities implementing capital projects initiated and controlled by the government and formally implemented under PPP schemes.
** In our forecast for the ‘errors and omissions’ item of the balance of payments we assumed that the cumulated figure for the last four quarters would
remain unchanged.
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will continue to significantly contribute to sustaining the
external financing capacity in the coming years, which is
still chiefly attributed to the inflow of eu transfers.
over our forecast horizon, financial savings in the private
sector provide an ample offset to the financing requirement
of the general government. the delayed rise in household
consumption points to a further increase in the financial
savings of the sector in 2010. In relation to the corporate
sector, the financing capacity may be sustained at a high
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level through the reduction of the corporate tax burden, an
upturn in external demand and the growing use of eu
transfers. Introduction of the bank tax, however, may
contribute to sustaining the high level of financial savings in
the private sector through the assumed curbing of lending.
from 2012, the substantial growth in consumption and
investment may lead to decreased financial savings in the
private sector which can only partially be offset by a
shrinking budget deficit, thus the external financing
capacity of the country may decline to a greater extent.

InflatIon anD real eConoMy outlooK

table 3-6
Changes in our projections compared to May 2010
2009
Actual

2010

2011

2012

Projection
May

Current

May

Current

May

Current

Inflation (annualaverage)
Coreinflation1

4.1

3.0

3.0

1.6

2.5

2.5

2.9

Consumerpriceindex

4.2

4.9

4.7

3.0

3.5

2.9

3.4

Externaldemand(GDP-based)

–4.2

1.5

1.7

2.0

1.8

2.3

2.0

Householdconsumerexpenditure

–7.6

–2.6

–3.5

3.0

2.2

4.3

3.6

Fixedcapitalformation

–6.5

1.4

1.0

5.5

2.8

6.0

5.3

–11.5

–0.2

–0.9

3.1

2.2

3.9

3.4

Export

–9.1

8.8

11.6

8.1

7.5

10.1

9.5

Import

–15.4

8.1

10.4

8.4

7.2

10.7

9.7

–6.3

0.9

0.9

3.2

2.8

3.9

3.8

Currentaccountbalance

0.2

–0.6

0.7

–0.9

0.9

–1.4

0.1

Externalfinancingcapacity

1.5

1.4

2.9

1.4

3.3

0.8

2.3

–4.0

–4.5(–4.3)

–4.3

–3.9

–4.1

–2.9

–3.7

Economic growth

Domesticabsorption

GDP*
External balance2

Government balance2
ESAbalance3
Labour market
Whole-economygrossaverageearnings4
Whole-economyemployment5
Privatesectorgrossaverageearnings6
Privatesectoremployment

5

Privatesectorunitlabourcost

5,7

Householdrealincome**
1

0.5

2.7

2.7

4.4

4.4

5.4

5.4

–2.5

–0.8

–0.3

0.3

0.4

0.7

0.6

4.4

4.2

4.2

4.4

4.6

5.4

5.6

–3.8

–1.6

–1.5

0.4

0.3

0.9

0.8

8.2

–1.4

–1.9

1.2

1.7

2.0

2.7

–4.7

–2.9

–3.1

2.5

1.4

3.0

2.8

From May 2009 on, calculated according to the joint methodology of the CSO and MNB.

2

As a percentage of GDP.

3

The numbers in brackets refer to the deficit achievable in case of total blocking of budgetary reserves. In our forecast we have not taken into
consideration any risk from debt assumptions.

4

Calculated on a cash-flow basis.

5

According to the CSO LFS data.

6

According to the original CSO data for full-time employees.

7

Private sector unit labour costs calculated with a wage indicator excluding the effect of whitening and the changed seasonality of bonuses.

* The table contains data excluding calendar effects.
** MNB estimate.
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table 3-7
MnB basic forecast compared to other forecasts
2010

2011

2012
3.4

Consumer Price Index (annual average growth rate, %)
MNB(August2010)

4.7

3.5

ConsensusEconomics(June2010)1

4.3–4.7–5.0

2.8–3.0–3.5

–

EuropeanCommission(May2010)

4.6

2.8

–

IMF(April2010)

4.3

2.5

2.6

OECD(May2010)

4.5

2.3

–

4.4–4.7–5.2

2.7–3.2–4.6

2.4–3.0–4.0

Reuterssurvey(July2010)1
GDP (annual growth rate, %)
MNB(August2010)4

0.9

2.8

3.8

(–0.5)–0.4–1.5

1.5–2.6–3.2

–

EuropeanCommission(May2010)

0.0

2.8

–

IMF(April2010)

–0.2

3.2

4.5

1.2

3.1

–

(–1.9)–0.6–1.8

1.5–2.7–3.2

–
0.1

ConsensusEconomics(July2010)1

OECD(May2010)
Reuterssurvey(July2010)1
Current account balance (percent of GDP)
MNB(August2010)

0.7

0.9

EuropeanCommission(May2010)

–0.2

–0.3

–

IMF(April2010)

–0.4

–1.0

–2.1

OECD(May2010)

0.8

–0.4

–
–3.7

Budget Balance (ESA-95 method, percent of GDP)
MNB(August2010)6

–4.3

–4.1

ConsensusEconomics(July2010)1

(–3.8)–(–4.1)–(–5.0)

(–2.8)–(–3.6)–(–4.4)

–

EuropeanCommission(May2010)

–4.1

–4.0

–

IMF(March2010)

–3.8

–2.8

–

OECD(May2010)

–4.5

–4.3

–

(–3.8)–(–4.1)–(–5.0)

(–2.8)–(–3.5)–(–4.5)

–

Reuterssurvey(July2010)1

Forecasts on the size of Hungary's export markets (annual growth rate, %)
MNB(August2010)

5.5

4.3

5.2

EuropeanCommission(May2010)2

4.5

5.1

–

IMF(April2010)

3.0

3.2

–

OECD(May2010)2,3

6.7

6.9

–
2.0

Forecasts on the GDP growth rate of Hungary's trade partners (annual growth rate, %)
MNB(August2010)

1.7

1.8

EuropeanCommission(May2010)2

1.4

2.0

–

IMF(July2010)2

1.6

2.1

2.5

OECD(May2010)2,3

1.9

2.4

–

Forecasts on the GDP growth rate of euro area (annual growth rate, %)
MNB(August2010)5

1.4

1.4

1.5

EuropeanCommission(May2009)

0.9

1.5

–

IMF(April2010)

1.0

1.3

–

OECD(May2010)

1.2

1.8

–

The projections of the MNB are ‘conditional’, which means that they cannot always be directly compared with the projections of other institutions.
1
For Reuters and Consensus Economics surveys, in addition to the average value of the analysed replies (i.e. the medium value), we also indicate the
lowest and the highest values to illustrate the distribution of the data.
2
Values calculated by the MNB; the projections of the named institutions for the relevant countries are adjusted with the weighting system of the MNB,
which is also used for the calculation of the bank’s own external demand indices. Therefore, these figures may deviate from the figures published by the
specified institutions.
3
OECD did not publish any information about Romania, therefore Romania is not included in our OECD forecast.
4
Data not adjusted for calendar-day variations.
5
Aggregate based on Euro area members included in our external demand indices.
6
In our forecast we have not taken into consideration any risks from debt assumptions.
Sources: Eastern Europe Consensus Forecasts (Consensus Economics Inc. (London), July 2010); European Commission Economic Forecasts (May
2010); IMF World Economic Outlook Database (April 2010), World Economic Outlook Update (July 2010); IMF Country Report No. 10/80 (March
2010); Reuters survey (Július 2010); OECD Economic Outlook No. 87 (May 2010).
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3.6 Developments in the general government
balance
Following considerable improvement in 2010, the
structural deficit may fluctuate around 2 per cent
our fiscal forecast also involves higher-than-usual
uncertainty, because a part of the government package is
not known in detail, and we do not have any information on
the main appropriations of the 2011 and 2012 Budgetary
act. We only take into account in our forecast the measures
already adopted in law or which have been sufficiently
detailed and are highly likely to be accepted. In respect of
expenditures that are primarily determined by the decisions
of the government we apply technical rules, the methodology
of which is presented in a box text.
our forecast based on these conditions suggests that
without further measures the 3 per cent gDp-proportionate
Maastricht deficit target relating to the budget deficit
cannot be fulfilled over the time horizon of the inflation
forecast, and the deficit will likely also exceed the deficit
target set out in the convergence programme in each of the
years. according to our forecast, the esa deficit will rise to
4.3 per cent in 2010 and then decrease to 4.1 % in 2011 and
3.7 % in 2012. this basically means that, with minor
differences between 2008 and 2012, the average budget
deficit will amount to approximately 4 per cent.
the structural deficit that better reflects the long-run
measures of the government will significantly improve in
2010, as a result of the expenditure-reducing measures
adopted by the former and new governments. In 2011, it
will further improve primarily driven by declining
expenditures. In 2012, however, we do not expect any
further improvement in the structural deficit in the absence
of additional deficit-reducing measures.

We expect the ESA deficit to rise in 2010 and the
deficit may begin to decrease significantly only in
2012
as a result of the economic downturn, the reduction in the
budget deficit came to a halt in 2009; the esa deficit may
rise to 4.3 per cent in 2010 which is 0.5 percentage points
higher than the government’s deficit target. the rise in the
esa deficit is chiefly attributed to significantly worse-thanexpected trends on the revenue side, which are only
partially offset by the balance-improving measures of the
economic action plan. Beyond the particular aspects of the
structure of economic growth, the decline in revenues is
also attributed to the fact that trends in 2009 were less
favourable than expected, primarily reflected in the high
level of corporate tax refunds linked to payments made in
2009. In 2010 H1, budget revenues fell short of and
expenditures exceeded government expectations. although
the measures adopted by the new government substantially
improve the budget balance relative to the non-adjusted
position, according to our forecast, the esa deficit still
exceeds the government’s deficit target even in consideration
of such measures.
We expect the esa deficit to decline somewhat in 2011.
a further gDp-proportionate decrease in the main tax
revenues of central government points towards a higher
deficit. this is offset by a similar decline in gDp-proportionate
expenditures. therefore, the improvement in the esa balance
can be linked primarily to the declining deficit of the local
governments. the decreasing deficit of the local governments
is a result of the cyclical decline in investment activity and in
case of the highly-indebted local governments also of the
accommodation to the financing constraints. the balance-

table 3-8
Developments in the balance indicators of the general government
(as a percentage of GDP)
2009

2010

2011

2012

I.ESAbalance

–4.0

–4.3

–4.1

–3.7

II.GapbetweentheESAandSNAbalance

–0.6

–0.8

–0.3

–0.3

III.Cyclicalcomponent

–1.1

–2.6

–2.3

–1.8

IV.(I.+II.-III.)CyclicallyadjustedaugmentedSNAbalance

–3.5

–2.5

–2.1

–2.2

0.4

–0.4

–0.3

–0.1

memo: ESA primary balance
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improving measures of the new government adopted in 2010
will not improve the balance further in 2011.
the decline of budget deficit may accelerate in 2012 because in
that year, in parallel with the narrowing output gap, the
dynamics of tax revenues exceed the rise in expenditures and
the balance of local governments improves further. the decline
of the deficit, however, is slowed in 2012 when the exact rate
of the special tax on financial institutions is not defined and
therefore we do not incorporate it into our forecast.
the structural deficit will improve substantially in 2010,
and the improvement may decelerate in 2011 and end in
2012 without further measures
the development of the structural deficit presented through
the changes in the cyclically-adjusted sna balance reveals
the extent to which the measures contribute to changes in
the position of general government over the longer term. as
the increasing 2010 esa deficit and the decreasing 2012
deficit can be closely linked to the change in the cyclical
component, the dynamics of the structural deficit differs
significantly from the esa deficit.
In 2010, the structural deficit may fall by 1 per cent of gDp
to 2.5 per cent. the most important components of this

improvement are the adoption of the special tax on financial
institutions, increasing net eu support, the cut in ppp
motorway construction, and the shrinking gDpproportionate public wage bill. the decreasing revenues,
related to the structure of economic growth, are not
reflected in the structural deficit.
our projections point to further modest improvement in
the structural deficit in 2011. the fall in quasi-fiscal
investment activity, the decreasing gDp proportionate
pension and public wage expenditures, the net eu support
all contribute to the decline in the deficit; furthermore, in
2011 the fall in local government investment also points
toward a lower deficit. the lower personal income tax and
corporate tax burden, however, offset most of these
improvements.
In 2012, we do not project a considerable change in the
structural deficit. the declining gDp-proportionate
pension, wage and local government expenditures would
still decrease the deficit, but in 2012 we forecast a moderate
rise in quasi-fiscal investment activity to partially offset the
termination of investments implemented under ppp schemes.
In addition, we do not incorporate the special tax on
financial institutions in our forecast, which also has a
negative effect on the structural balance.24

Box 3-4: Settlement of the government package of measures, forecasting rules
Government measures

the special tax on financial institutions reduces the corporate tax

Inaccordancewithourearlierpractice,ourbudgetforecasttakesinto

decrease tax and social contribution revenues linked to wages,

accountonlytheeffectsofgovernmentmeasuresadoptedorverylikely

consumptionandinvestment.

base,whilethesavingsrelatedtotheoperationofthepublicsector

tobeadoptedintolawordetailedinsufficientdepth.
3.The decline in the wage bill to be implemented at state-owned
1.In respect of the measures adopted by the new government, the

companiesdoesnothaveadirectbalance-improvingeffect,asmostof

introduction of the special tax on financial institutions and savings

thesecompaniesarenotclassifiedinthepublicsectoraccordingtothe

related to the operation of the public sector have a significant

ESAmethodology,buttheydoproduceanindirecteffectonthebudget.

balance-improving effect, while the extension of the preferential
corporatetaxratereducesrevenues.

4.The planned modifications relating to the personal income tax
system, the details of which remain unknown, are not taken into

2.Theneteffectofthemeasuresfallsshortofthetotalgrosseffect,asa
resultofthelostdirectandindirecttaxrevenues.Theintroductionof

accountinourbaselinescenario;thepossiblemacroeconomiceffects
aredescribedinaBox.25

Changesinstate-initiatedinvestmentactivityhaveasignificantimpactonthedifferenceinthedynamicsoftheESAdeficitandthecyclically-adjustedSNAbalance
overtheentireforecasthorizon.From2006,cutsingovernmentinvestmentsconstitutedoneelementofthesignificantdeficit-reducingmeasures,andthusthe
investment level has dropped to a historical low in 2010. As a technical rule, in the course of forecasting the ESA deficit, we expected the investments of both
budgetaryunitsandthehealthcaresystemtoincreasewithpotentialGDP.Asaresultoftheabove,however,thelevelofGDP-proportionateinvestmentsdeclines
furtherovertheentireforecasthorizon,accompaniedbytheexpectedterminationofPPPinvestments.Incalculatingthestructuraldeficit,however,weassumed
thatthedeclineininvestmentsisnotsustainableoverthelongerterm.AlthoughtheinflowofEUfundsreducestheexpendituresofself-financedgovernment
investments,buteveninconsiderationoftheabove,weexpectamoderateriseinquasi-fiscalinvestmentsfrom2012.
25
OurprojectionisstillbasedonthescenariothatthePIT’slowerbandlimitwillbeHUF15millionfrom2011.
24
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5.Our forecast applies the assumption that since the corporate tax-

these expenditures is increased along with potential GDP. Overthe

relatedtaxcutwasintroducedduring2010,thefulleffectofthetax

entiretime horizon ofthe inflation forecast,the GDP-proportionate

measure will only unfold in 2011. By contrast, the special tax on

levelofexpenditurecalculatedfortheseitemsdecreasesbyatotalof

financial institutions will be paid in full in both 2010 and 2011, but

0.4percentagepointsasaresultofthecontractionintheoutputgap,

this source of budget revenue is not accounted for in 2012. The

in other words the expected nominal GDP growth will exceed the

savingsaffectingthepublicsectorthatarerealisticallyacceptableare

potentialgrowthrate.

includedinthebasisforourbaselinescenario,andthustheeffects
thereofarepresentovertheentireforecasthorizon.

7.We diverged from the indexing rules in relation to items where we
had extra information available on the basis of the historical

Rules relating to budget expenditures

development of earlier government measures or time series.26 In

A budget act has not been passed for the years 2011¬-2012 and the

anadditional0.3percentofgrossdomesticproductovertheforecast

intentions of the government are not known as to the precise

horizon.

considerationofsuchextrainformation,expendituresarereducedby

development of certain expenditures.Therefore, we appliedtechnical
assumptions to the one-third of the expenditures for which the MNB
doesnotcalculateanindependentforecast.

8.We continue to prepare independent forecasts for most of the
expenditures, such as pension expenditures, interest expenditures,
passiveexpendituresofthelabourmarketfundandthevastmajority

6.According to our basic assumption, fiscal policy will remain neutral

ofrevenues.

overthelongterm,andtherefore,asageneralrule,therealvalueof

We expect a rise in the ESA deficit in 2010, despite
further fiscal adjustments

to a decline in domestic fuel sales and the partial early
introduction of the tax on tobacco products in 2009.

on the basis of available cash-flow based data, in 2010 H1
the budget deficit significantly exceeded the figure for 2009,
mainly due to the decline in the main tax revenues. the
revenue-boosting effect of the fiscal measures adopted in
the framework of the economic action plan can only partly
offset the decline in revenues, and thus we expect a decline
in gDp-proportionate revenues for the year as a whole.

With respect to basic revenue trends, we do not expect a
favourable turnaround in 2010 H2, as the tax refunds
relating to 2009 will have an effect over the entire time
horizon via the lower base. fiscal measures adopted in
accordance with the economic action plan may increase
revenues by 0.3 per cent of the gDp27 compared to the
underlying trend. In connection with the above, the
introduction of the special tax on financial institutions
substantially increases revenues, while the extension of the
preferential corporate tax rate produces the opposite effect.

In comparison with the previous year, all major tax and
social contribution revenues decreased in nominal terms as
well, with the exception of Vat revenues, primarily as a
result of tax cuts, but in some cases the decline was even
greater. the decline in tax revenues is mainly attributed to
the fact that corporate tax revenues fell significantly as a
result of the exceptionally high level of reclaimed corporate
tax paid in 2009. this implies that the profitability of
companies is likely to have declined to a greater extent in
2009 than previously estimated. In relation to wage-linked
tax and social contribution revenues, the decline is chiefly
due to a lower tax burden, but there was also a high number
of tax reclaims following the annual tax declaration. excise
tax revenues decreased despite the higher tax rates, owing

In the first six months of 2010, in addition to the
unfavourable trend in revenues, the decline in the timeadjusted cash flow balance is also attributed to the rise of
expenditures primarily caused by the increase over the
previous year of the net expenditures of budgetary
institutions, subsidies provided to transport companies and
health expenditures. In the absence of measures for cuts in
expenditures, in the May issue of the report on Inflation
we estimated that the net expenditures of budgetary
institutions will be higher than the figure set out in the
budget act. on the basis of expenditure-related data and

Suchitemsincludee.g.housing,familyandmedicationsubsidiesandconsumerpricesubsidies.
Thegrossrevenue-increasingeffectishigher,butthespecialbanktaxreducesthecorporatetaxbase.

26
27
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other information published since the May issue of the
report on Inflation, the gap has further widened between
our expectations relating to the net expenditures of
budgetary institutions and the passed budget act. although
the measures announced in relation to the public sector
substantially reduce expenditures28, the savings fall short of
reaching the legislative target related to the net expenditures
of budgetary institutions. only a small portion of the
remaining difference is explained by the fact that we did not
take into account in our forecast the portion of expenditure
cuts not supported with specific measures. our forecast also
took into account savings related to state assets and to the
expenditures of extrabudgetary funds and the abolition of
the interest rate risk reserve.

GDP-proportionate revenues will continue to decline
in 2011 and 2012
according to our macroeconomic forecast, the economy
will be on a growth path in 2010, although the structure of
this growth is not supportive of budget revenues, as
economic growth is principally the result of improving net
exports. In 2011, the increase in nominal gDp will
significantly exceed growth in the main tax bases, and be
only moderately higher in 2012. In addition to the structure
of growth, one-off effects also contribute to the decline in
gDp-proportionate revenues in relation to several types of
tax.
In the first years of the economic recovery, growth in
corporate tax revenues will fall short of the level warranted
by economic growth as a result of the accrual of previous
years’ losses, and thus the gDp-proportionate level of
revenues will decline until 2012. the extension of the
preferential corporate tax rate after 2010 will cause a
further loss of revenue in 2011 as a whole. the rate of the
special tax on financial institutions introduced in 2010 is
not regulated in relation to 2012, and thus the gDpproportionate payments of business organisations will
decrease in this year, as well.
Wage-linked tax and social contribution revenues will
decline significantly in 2011, mainly as a result of raising the
lower bracket limit of personal income tax to Huf 15
million. the decline is also attributed to the fact that the
wage bill increase falls short of the nominal gDp growth by
nearly 2 percentage points. In 2012, the increase of the
wage bill will approximate nominal gDp growth, and thus
wage-linked tax and social contribution revenues will no
longer decline.

TheeffectofthemeasurescouldalreadybeverifiedintheJulydata.

28
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the rise in household purchased and government
consumption in 2011 will approximate nominal gDp
growth and moderately exceed the rate in 2012, and
accordingly the gDp-proportionate level of Vat and excise
tax revenues linked to consumption will not change
substantially in 2011 and 2012.

GDP-proportionate general government
expenditures may also decline in 2011 and 2012
the gDp-proportionate amount of pension expenditures –
one of the largest expenditure items – will decline over the
entire inflation forecast horizon. the measures adopted in
2009 play a key role in the decline of expenditures. the
decrease of expenditures in 2010 is primarily attributed to
the complete abolition of the 13th month pension, while the
gDp-proportionate expenditures will decline from 2011 as
a result of the pension indexing rules. as a result of the
pension indexing formula, also determined by the rate of
economic growth, the real value of pensions will not rise in
2010 and 2011, and only by 20 per cent of the real wage
increase in 2012.
We do not have specific information in relation to the other
key expenditure item, the expenditures of budgetary
institutions in 2011 and 2012, as no budget act has been
adopted. In our forecast, the expenditure cuts in 2010 will
be integrated into the base and the gas price subsidies will
be gradually abolished in 2011. pursuant to our forecasting
rules, over the medium term the wage expenditures of the
budgetary institutions will increase in line with wage
growth in the private sector, while the purchase of goods
and services and investment expenditures will rise at a rate
equivalent to potential gDp growth. overall, the increase
in expenditures will fall short of the rise in gross domestic
product in both years. Depending on the actual decisions
adopted by the government, the development of expenditures
may substantially vary from the expenditure scenario
defined by the forecasting rules. In recent years, there have
been no structural changes backing up some of the savings,
which calls in to question the sustainability of the
expenditure cuts. the rise of carry-over balance to a
historical high is one consequence of the lacking structural
measures. If a portion of such carry-over balance is
absorbed, the expenditure level may be higher than in the
baseline scenario. this effect may be offset if the rise in
wages falls short of the wage increase in the private sector.
In relation to the local government subsystem, due to the
limits of financing the deficit, the forecast is principally

InflatIon anD real eConoMy outlooK

prepared for the balance and we derive the expenditures
from this. on the basis of historical data, we assume that
the investment cycle linked to the elections will have a
significant impact on the subsystem’s deficit. We also take
into account gradual adjustment to cuts in government
subsidies. similarly to previous election cycles, the
balance of the subsystem, consolidated with government
subsidies, will decline from 2011. However, as a result of
tighter financing conditions, in connection with the
withdrawal of budgetary funds implemented in 20092010 and local governments with high debts, the rate of
the deficit cut may be minimally higher than observed in
previous cycles.
gDp-proportionate accrual-based net interest expenditures
will fall significantly in 2010 compared to 2009 and then
decline moderately in the next two years. the shift in levels
is caused by the changing debt structure during the past one
and a half years, as the IMf-eu loans, some with variable
interest, subject to the prevailing yield curve and the
technical assumption related to the Huf exchange rate,
constitute funds with lower costs than the Huf government
bonds.

In 2010, we project symmetrical risks, while the risks
imply a slightly higher deficit from 2011
the risks to the baseline scenario are nearly symmetrical,
although in 2011 and 2012 the risks imply a slightly higher
deficit. the slight upward asymmetry in 2011 is primarily
linked to the macroeconomic variables, while the risks from

Chart 3-10
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the lower economic growth are only partly offset by the
inflationary risks deemed favourable from the point of view
of the budget. In 2012, the macroeconomic path is
surrounded by symmetrical risks, while the expert items
implies a higher deficit. the uncertainty stemming from the
expert items is on an upward trend in all three years,
primarily as a result of risks relating to the implementation
of the fiscal measures and the sustainability of cuts in gDpproportionate health expenditures.
our view on stock-type risks (transport companies, local
government debt, high level of carry-overs, indebtedness of
health care system) has not changed significantly compared
to the situation assessment in the May issue of the report
on Inflation, as these risks are still present.
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Box 3-5: Comparison of our current forecast with the 2010 Budgetary Act and the May 2010 forecast
Comparison of our 2010 ESA deficit forecast to the deficit target in
the Budgetary Act
In2010,weexpecttheESAdeficittoexceedthe3.8percentdeficittarget
by0.5percentofGDP,asaresultofrevenuesfallingshortofbudgeted
figures, the higher-than-planned local government balance and
expenditureoverrunsbybudgetaryinstitutions.Owingtothedeclinein
corporate tax payments, payments made by business organisations
approximate the budgeted level (Chart 3-11) only through the
introductionofthespecialtaxonfinancialinstitutions;withoutthetax,
these would fall short of such level by a large margin. Wage-linkedtax
andsocialcontributionrevenuesandotherpaymentsbyhouseholdswill

Chart 3-11
Deviation from budget law in case of the revenue
and the expenditure item mostly influenced by
the recent budgetary measures
(in % of GDP*)
0.50

Higher expenditures or lower revenues

0.45
0.40
0.35
0.30

be substantially lower than provided for in the budget primarily as a

0.25

resultofpersonalincometaxlossesandtheabolitionofthepropertytax

0.20

by the Constitutional Court.The shortfall in excise and registration tax

0.15

revenueswascausedbydecliningfuelsales–linkedtohigherprices–

0.10

and advance payment of tax on tobacco products in 2009. On the

0.05

expenditure side, particularly the net expenditures of budgetary

0.00

May

institutions and subsidies provided to local governments exceed
act, the net expenditures of budgetary institutions will decrease by
oftheplannedcutsinexpenditureswillnotbeimplementeddespitethe

August
with measures

Taxes of corporations
Net expenditures of budgetary institutions and chapters

significantlythevaluessetoutinthebudgetact.Accordingtothebudget
approximately0.7percentofGDPcomparedtotheyear2009,butmost

August
without measures

* A positive value means a less favourable forecast than the budget
appropriation

adopted measures (Chart 3-11). The substantial overrun of subsidies
providedtolocalgovernmentsispartlyrelatedtotheexpansionofthe

Comparison of our current forecast with the forecast of the May

“RoadtoWork”programmeandpartlytosurplussubsidiesprovidedto

Inflation report

BKV; these amounts are therefore spent by the local governments,
leading to the increase of the deficit also on a consolidated level.The

Withregardtobudgetrevenues,themacroeconomicpath,withaless

effectsofhigherexpendituresislargelyoffsetbythefreezingofreserves

favourablestructurethanassumedearlier,29andbudgetdataforrecent

andthelower-than-expectedpensionexpenditures.

months would cause our deficit expectations to rise over the entire

table 3-9
Components explaining the difference between the fiscal act and our projection for the 2010 ESA
deficit
(as a % of GDP)
I. Projection of the budgetary law

3.8

II. Deficit increasing components

2.3

in which

2.0

Effects of the released intra-year data*
Decisions of the Constitutional Courts (tax on property, family allowances)

–1.8

in which

Deletion of reserves

–0.6

Effects of members returning from the private pension funds

–0.2

Interest payments

–0.2

Measures

–0.8

IV. (I.+II. III.) Expected deficit (MnB august)
* Primarily driven by revenue side developments.

Thebudgetarymeasureshavealsocontributedtothechangeofthestructureofthemacroeconomicpath.

29

64

0.3

III. Deficit increasing components
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forecasthorizon.Themeasuresofthenewgovernmentsetoutbylaw

ofbudgetaryinstitutionssignificantlysurpassedourexpectationsinthe

basically neutralise these effects in 2010 and 2011, and therefore our

secondquarter.However,thepackageofmeasuresadoptedbythenew

forecast did not change significantly for these two years. In 2012,

governmentfullyoffsettheworse-than-expectedtrendsontherevenue

however, the new measures (particularly termination of the special

andexpenditureside,andthus,alsoinconsiderationoftheabolitionof

bank tax) also imply a higher deficit, and consequently our deficit

the interest rate reserve, our deficit expectations declined by 0.2 per

expectations rose by nearly 1 percentage point over our forecast of

centofGDP.30

May.
With regard to 2011 and 2012, our assessment of the trends on the
Our deficit expectations for 2010 were raised considerably by our

revenueside–adjustedfortheeffectsofthemeasures–alsoworsened

worseningassessmentofthe2009trends,duetothehighleveloftax

inadegreesimilartothechangein2010.Thebalance-improvingeffect

refundsandthelowerbase.Ourforecastwasdownscaledtothelargest

ofthemeasuresismoremoderatein2011,asthecorporatetaxmeasure

degree in relation to corporate tax. Beyond the above, owing to

has an impact over the entire year, and therefore our deficit forecast

economicgrowthwithastructurelessfavourableforrevenuesandin

increased by 0.2 per cent of GDP. In 2012, the effect of the new

light of the latest data, our revenue expectations also declined in

measures also increases the deficit through the termination of the

relation to the other main types of tax. In addition to revenues, our

special tax on financial institutions, and consequently our deficit

assessmentofexpendituresalsodeteriorated,asthenetexpenditures

expectationsare0.9percenthigherthaninMay.

Comparedtotheforecast,whichassumedtospendtheinterestpaymentriskreserve.
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Boxes and Special topics in the Report,
1998–2010
1998
Changes in the central bank’s monetary instruments
Wage inflation – the rise in average wages
Wage increases and inflation
Impact of international financial crises on Hungary

23
62
63
85

March 1999
the effect of derivative fX markets and portfolio reallocation of commercial banks on the demand for forints
What lies behind the recent rise in the claimant count unemployment figure?

20
34

June 1999
new classification for the analysis of the consumer price index
price increase in telephone services
forecasting output inventory investment
Correction for the effect of deferred public sector 13th month payments
What explains the difference between trade balances based on customs and balance of payments statistics?

14
18
32
39
44

September 1999
Indicators reflecting the trend of inflation
the consumer price index: a measure of the cost of living or the inflationary process?
Development in transaction money demand in the south european countries
Why are quarterly data used for the assessment of foreign trade?
the impact of demographic processes on labour market indicators
What explains the surprising expansion in employment?
Do we interpret wage inflation properly?

14
18
28
37
41
42
45

December 1999
Core inflation: Comparison of indicators computed by the national Bank of Hungary and the Central statistical office 18
owner occupied housing: service or industrial product?
20
activity of commercial banks in the foreign exchange futures market
26

March 2000
the effect of the base period price level on twelve-month price indices – the case of petrol prices
the government’s anti-inflationary programme in the light of the January CpI data and prospective price measures
over 2000 taken within the regulated category
the impact of the currency basket swap on the competitiveness of domestic producers

19
21
51

June 2000
How is inflation convergence towards the euro area measured?
Inflation convergence towards the euro area by product categories
Changes in the central bank’s monetary instruments
transactions by the banking system in the foreign exchange markets in 2000 Q2
Coincidence indicator of the external cyclical position
How is the wage inflation index of the MnB calculated?

14
15
23
26
39
47

September 2000
Background of calculating monetary conditions
foreign exchange market activities of the banking system in 2000 Q3
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BoXes anD speCIal topICs In tHe report, 1998–2010

December 2000
Changes in the classification methodology of industrial goods and market-priced services
Different methods for calculating the real rate of interest
Changes in central bank instruments
foreign exchange market activities of the banking system in the period of september to november
Hours worked in Hungarian manufacturing in an international comparison
Composition effect within the manufacturing price-based real exchange rate

25
27
28
31
53
57

March 2001
foreign exchange market activities of the banking system from December 2000 to february 2001
estimating effective labour reserves

30
50

August 2001
assumptions of the central projection
new system of monetary policy
forecasting methodology
Inflationary effect of exchange rate changes

31
35
37
38

november 2001
assumptions of the central projection
the effects of fiscal policy on Hungary’s economic growth and external balance in 2001–02.
estimating the permanent exchange rate of forint in the May–august period
How do we prepare the Quarterly report on Inflation?

35
39
41
41

February 2002
assumptions of the central projection
the effect of the revision of gDp data on the Bank’s forecasts
Method for projecting unprocessed food prices
What do we know about inventories in Hungary?

45
50
52
53

August 2002
assumptions of the central projection
the exchange rate pass-through to domestic prices – model calculations
How important is the Hungarian inflation differential vis-à-vis europe?
How do central banks in Central europe forecast inflation?
an analysis on the potential effects of eu entry on Hungarian food prices
a handbook on Hungarian economic data
the economic consequences of adopting the euro

16
50
51
52
53
54
55

november 2002
Changes in the central projection under a variety of scenarios
What do business wage expectations show?
should we expect a revision to 2002 gDp data?

14
40
41

February 2003
assumptions underlying the central projection
the speculative attack of January 2003 and its antecedents
Macroeconomic effects of the 2001–2004 fiscal policy – model simulations
What role is monetary policy likely to have played in disinflation?
What do detailed Czech and polish inflation data show?
the impact of world recession on certain european economies
Inflation expectations for end-2002, following band widening in 2001

12
39
43
46
48
50
52
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May 2003
assumptions underlying the central projection
tax and price approximation criteria affecting inflation
revisions to the forecast of external demand

20
77
79

August 2003
assumptions underlying the central projection
How are the announced changes in indirect taxes likely to affect inflation?
principles of the rules-based fiscal forecast
estimates of the output gap in Hungary

20
71
76
78

november 2003
Major assumptions in the current and the august report
revised data on gDp in 2002
Questions and answers: recording of reinvested earnings
estimates for non-residential capital stock in Hungary

21
73
75
78

February 2004
Major assumptions in the current and in the november report
an analysis of the performance of inflation forecasts for December 2003
Disinflationary effects of a slowdown in consumption
the macroeconomic effects of changes in housing loan subsidies
What do we learn from the 1999 indirect tax increase in slovakia?
Indicators of general government deficit

34
73
76
78
80
84

May 2004
summary table of underlying assumptions
Background information on the projections
the Quarterly projections Model (n.e.M.)
a methodology for the accrual basis calculation of interest balance
external demand vs. real exchange rate impact in the
new method for eliminating the distorting effects of minimum wage increases
What does the fan chart show?

27
73
80
82
89
91
95

August 2004
summary table of major assumptions
Changes to the structure of the report
How persistent is the recent rise in manufacturing productivity?
Calendar effects in economic time series
the effects of economic cycles on the general government balance
the effect of the global crude oil market prices on Hungarian economy
the optimal rate of inflation in Hungary
on the timing of interest rate decisions

43
51
66
69
73
75
80
81

november 2004
summary table of major assumptions determining the central scenario
ppp projects from a macroeconomic perspective
Issues in households’ behaviour in 2004 H1
How do macroeconomic news affect money markets?
Interest rate pass-through in Hungary
Why are the cash flow-based interest expenditures of the government budget for 2004 expected to exceed
the amount laid down in the Budget act?
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February 2005
Major assumptions determining the central scenario
the assessment of the accuracy of our forecast for December 2004
structural political challenges related to the adoption of the euro: fiscal policy
stylised facts in the consumer price statistics: communication price developments
How does interest rate policy affect economic growth and inflation? results from a Var approach

53
82
89
90
95

May 2005
Major assumptions determining the main scenario
assessment of the performance of the MnB’s growth projections
factors that may explain the recent rise of unemployment
stylised facts in consumer price statistics: durable goods
short-term effects of accession to the eu – food products
economic fluctuations in Central and eastern europe
effects of the gripen agreement on 2006–2007 macroeconomic data

53
78
81
86
91
96
99

August 2005
Boxes:
uncertainties surrounding the gDp
prices of unprocessed foods in the region
our assumptions and the fragility of the main scenario
the effect of certain recently announced measures to be taken by the government on our forecast
the effect of the gripen fighter plane procurement on our forecast
Impact of data revisions
risks involved in projecting the expenditures of budgetary units and institutions
Questions concerning developments in imports and the external balance
Special topics:
Background information on the projections
Developments in general government deficit indicators
Developments in the external balance
the macroeconomic effects of the 2006 Vat reduction
assessment of the impacts of the envisaged minimum wage increase

23
34
37
44
45
47
53
58
44
51
56
60
64

november 2005
Boxes:
Question marks regarding german economic activity
assumptions
the effect of recent oil price rise on domestic CpI
Delaying expenditures related to interest subsidies of mortgage loans

14
35
39
51

May 2006
Boxes:
about the growth in external demand
How significant is the 2006 minimum wage shock?
to what extent the Vat rate cut is reflected in consumer prices?
on the price increase of unprocessed foods in early 2006
assumptions
uncertainties surrounding the inflationary effects of changes in the exchange rate
taking the costs of the pension reform into account in the budget

21
29
31
34
39
39
53

november 2006
Boxes:
Which factors rendered the measurement of underlying inflationary trends difficult during the previous quarter?

32
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assumptions
Means of risk assessment: contingency reserves
revisions made in current account statistics

41
56
58

February 2007
Boxes:
Impacts of changes in the applied methodology and of data revisions in the national accounts
assessment of the January inflation figures
Changes in major assumptions relative to the november report
expected developments in regulated prices

7
12
15
16

May 2007
Boxes:
How good is Hungarian export performance in a regional comparison?
from the gross average wage-index of the Cso to trend wages reflecting the economic cycle
a survey on corporate wage policies
Where did trend inflation stand during the first quarter?
assumptions underlying the central projection
assumptions applied in our forecast
Methodology of the fiscal fan chart

20
26
29
30
35
49
53

Aug 2007
Boxes:
How do we estimate trend wage dynamics
Changes in major assumptions relative to the May report
the effect of the change in our assumption regarding agricultural producer prices on our forecast

17
19
30

nov 2007
Boxes:
Downturn in the construction sector
a discussion of the trend indicator capturing fundamental processes in wages
What can explain the persistently high inflation of services?
the us mortgage market crisis and possible ramifications for financial stability
Different estimates of output and consumption gaps
Changes in our forecast relative to the august report
Which factors are behind the change in our projection for the 2007 esa budget deficit?

10
25
34
41
50
55
67

February 2008
Boxes:
effect of oÉt (national Interest reconciliation Council) agreements on wages
Changes in our basic assumptions

16
22

May 2008
Boxes:
Methodological issues regarding wage developments
What is behind the increase in international commodity prices?
our assumptions
use of risk paths in international practice

20
24
41
44

August 2008
Boxes:
Developments in real household income at the beginning of 2008
some thoughts on the correlation between wage statistics and whitening

70
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to what extent did free labour market capacities grow in the last period?
Changes in the central projection
How does the Hungarian economy respond to nominal exchange rate appreciation? simulations with the neM model
Why has there been no marked disinflation since early 2007, i.e. does a sluggish economy affect inflation trends?

19
27
28
31

november 2008
Boxes:
our basic assumptions

32

February 2009
Boxes:
the basic assumptions of our forecast
the macroeconomic effect of the fiscal measures

33
34

May 2009
Boxes:
Basic assumptions of our forecast
government measures and their macroeconomic effects
are Hungarian debt dynamics sustainable?

37
39
57

August 2009
Boxes:
Quantification of perceived and expected inflation
Basic assumptions of our forecast
revision of potential output

24
41
43

november 2009
Boxes:
Inventory developments in the whole-economy
Measures of underlying inflation
Changes in our basic assumptions
Indicators to measure capacity utilisation
the orienting role of the wage recommendations of the oÉt
Main driving forces behind the change in our forecast
Impact of the revisions conducted in the balance of payments

20
25
43
46
50
60
65

February 2010
Boxes:
the effects of car scrappage schemes on domestic and european industrial production
revision of Cso national account’s data
labour hoarding during the crisis
Changes in our basic assumptions
the effect of the update of weights on annual inflation

17
22
26
45
50

June 2010
possible effects of the euro effective exchange rate on domestic activity
Main factors determining households’ consumption–savings behaviour during the crisis
the effect of the change in pension fund regulations on the financial position of households and the general
government
Briefly about the new macroeconometric model used in our forecast
Changes in our basic assumptions
revisions of developments in the potential growth of the Hungarian economy expected over our forecast period
the forecast performance of our oil price assumptions

16
21
25
45
46
48
55
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August 2010
projected effects of european fiscal consolidation measures on growth in Hungary’s trading partners
What was behind the acceleration of wages in manufacturing at the beginning of the year?
Changes in our basic assumptions
effects of the 29-point government package of measures on our forecast
expected macroeconomic effect of the flat-rate tax system
settlement of the government package of measures, forecasting rules
Comparison of our current forecast with the 2010 Budgetary act and the May 2010 forecast
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Appendix
MnB OCCASIOnAL PAPERS 2007–2009
English language issues)
MNB Occasional Papers include empirical (applied)
researches of central bank areas, summarize theories on
different themes and present international results, in addition
they introduce analyses assisting the better understanding of
central bank decisions.
Occasional Papers 59. Hor nok ,CeCília–ZoltánM.Jakab –
M áté bar na bás tótH (2007): adjustment of global
imbalances: Illustrative scenarios for Hunga ry
Occasional Papers 60. benk, sZilárd –Zoltán M. Jakab –
M iHálya ndr áskováCs –baláZsPárkányi –Zoltánr ePPa–
Gáborva d
 as(2007): the Hungarian Quarterly projection
Model (neM)
Occasional Papers 61. P.k iss,Gá bor (2007): pain or gain?
short-term Budgetary effects of surprise Inflation – the
Case of Hunga ry
Occasional Papers 62. koPits , GeorGe (2007): fiscal
responsibility framework: International experience and
Implications for Hunga ry

Occasional Papers 76. k ir ály,Júlia–naGyM árton –sZabó
e.vikt
 or (2008): Contagion and the beginning of the crisis
– pre-lehman period
Occasional Papers 77. HorvátH HedviG –sZalai Zoltán
(2008): labour market institutions in Hungary with a focus
on wage and employment flexibility
Occasional Papers 78. varGa , l óránt (2009): the
Information Content of Hungarian sovereign CDs spreads
Occasional Papers 80. bodnár ,k atalin (2009): exchange
rate exposure of Hungarian enterprises – results of a survey
Occasional Papers 81. MunkáCsi, Z suZsa (2009): export
structure and export specialisation in Central and eastern
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